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CPR According to American Red Cross direct quote
“1 CHECK the scene for safety, form an initial
impression and use personal protective equipment
2 If the person appears unresponsive, CHECK for
responsiveness, breathing, life-threatening bleeding or
other life-threatening conditions using shout-tap-shout
3 If the person does not respond and is not breathing
or only gasping, CALL 9-1-1 and get equipment, or
tell someone to do so
4 Place the person on their back on a firm, flat surface
5 Give 30 chest compressions
Hand position: Two hands centered on the chest
Body position: Shoulders directly over hands;
elbows locked Depth: At least 2 inches
Rate: 100 to 120 per minute Allow chest to return
to normal position after each compression
6 Give 2 breaths
Open the airway to a pastneutral position using the head-tilt/chin-lift technique
Ensure each breath lasts about 1 second and makes
the chest rise; allow air to exit before giving the next
breath Note: If the 1st breath does not cause the chest
to rise, retilt the head and ensure a proper seal before
giving the 2nd breath If the 2nd breath does not make
the chest rise, an object may be blocking the airway
7 Continue giving sets of 30 chest compressions and 2
breaths. Use an AED as soon as one is available!” an
exact quote from https://www.redcross.org/take-aclass/cpr/performing-cpr/cpr-steps
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Stopping bleeding from From homeland Security
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We need to make “Cause no harm Be Kind Do Good”
the code of human conduct and make it the Humane
Law and the world wide standard and expectation of
human behavior, because we are on the brink of
nuclear self extinction and because of the long history
of non ending violence, abuse, shootings and killings.
We need to enforce this code by locking up sociopaths
and treating them mentally to stop future violence and
stop our extinction. This must be taught in every school,
approved by every legal body, taught to every child and
expected of all. Punish those who cause harm.
Humans are humane sociopaths aren’t. This could in time create
the norm of a future Human the Wise and Humane who practices
“Do only as one would want to be done to ones self.” We must
do this, because too many people are breaking the humane code
and hurting others and causing deaths. and because sociopaths
like V Putin. should not be allowed weapons or power or be able
to harm others. Look at the many school shootings and other
killings. Continuing violence is like a cancer. It must be
destroyed. Whether or not the following reports are true they are
logical and make sense. There are multiple reports from several
countries of visitors from advanced powerful civilizations in our
galaxy who have warned us to get rid of the nukes and end the
violent behavior or humans may be eradicated. Being on brink of
extinction also verified by President of the United States Oct 6
2022 (Reuters)
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I did this years ago and it is nice to always have power and be
independent and we save money
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Great Ideas For your Success
Bits of Wisdom Things not taught today.
Kindness, caring, listening, asking questions, Science
and thinking are Solutions to most problems.
Doing the most good gives you the most happiness.
Think for yourself. If you don’t others will think for
you at your expense. Don’t believe everything you
hear or even see. Be skeptical.. Ask enough questions to
get all of the needed information correct. Use reliable
sources especially not from hearsay or obsolete
uneducated opinions from the past.
In doubt say Really! Prove it. Is it actual and factual truth.
Humans and computers need accurate information.
Technology says Garbage In Gives Garbage Out.
Don’t accept nonfactual info or opinions unquestionably.
Be skeptical Question almost everything.
Avoid bad emotions as they will cripple you as will bad
chemicals or unhealthy or unknown substances. Avoid
drugs. Many addict you even on first try and get a hold
on you and will not let go. He snorted stuff down, soon
they put him in the ground.
She popped an unknown pill. It caused a painful
death. Made everyone sad. Many lives have been
needlessly ruined by drugs.
Don’t ride in a car with a driver that texts or looks at
phone while driving because they kill many innocent
people, often children, needlessly every year.

If you want to be a success, Think Success.
Live in reality not fantasy. Realize that we all have
limited time and it is best to use the time we have
wisely. Every human life only has a finite number of
heart beats just like the grains of sand in an hour
glass. We all have a life glass of heartbeats and are only
a few heartbeats away from the night of death which
usually comes much sooner than we want or
unexpectedly. Most people live as if they will never die
and waste the gift of time they are given whether by God
or the Cosmos. Don’t believe fantasy stories of life after
death because no one really knows for sure. You can have
faith and believe what ever you want to but no one
actually knows for sure. All evidence points to death
being like sleep but we just don’t wake up and the
physical body itself dies That is reality. Anyone who
states otherwise is stating fantasy, faith or personal beliefs
and not speaking from experience or facts. Prioritize.
Avoid wasting valuable time on the unimportant.
Look at the facts that we all have a limited time to live
with a finite number of heartbeats. When that heart
stops oxygen supply to the brain is cut off and the brain
loses consciousness and dies within a short time. Many of
us just see death as like going to sleep so we don’t fear it.
We sort of die every night. Every morning I wake up and
say a thankful prayer for being given another day to do
with as I please. And I ask God if she is there to help
those in need because my powers are limited. As for the

gift of time we are given it is best to use it wisely and
avoid excesses and wasters of time such as entertainment,
and most TV programs. Decide what you want to do,
Plan how to accomplish it. Make a plan then work your
plan. Later evaluate and improve. You must have a
burning desire to succeed. Part of success is staying
alive. Think Safety and Survival. Many don’t and many
of die needlessly. Walked &died on the RR tracks with
headphones blaring didn’t hear the train. Think!
Experience teaches one should be vigilant for threats to
your safety and health and make dealing with them the
highest priority many who did not do that died.
Many people don’t look as they cross a street. In England
I had to look to the right before I crossed. Good thing I
did because there was a very quiet car coming from the
right. If I had not looked I would have been killed.
Learn from the experiences of others.
Be aware of what can kill you:
Volatile liquids as gasoline can explode if there is even a
small spark or heat nearby. Never pour them on a fire.
Arguing with unknown, unstable, hostile persons. If they
are agitated best to avoid them, speak calming words.
Negative thoughts, emotions and especially anger can
cause one to do things we regret later. If angry remember
that it affects your judgement so best while angry to defer
action.
Food Poisoning from unclean utensils, dishes, wrappers
or food not stored in hot or cold or preservatives or

insufficient cooking so as to not kill harmful bacteria and
parasites.
Being in path of moving objects (cars, trains,
machinery) Being in a cold, hot or dangerous
environment without adequate protection. That includes
avoiding Negative people when possible as they are
poison. Seek positive faithful friends.
Avoid gangs as they can get you killed.
Enemies can disguise as friends. Better find them out
and avoid them, before it’s too late. Ask them to say a
prayer for the both of you in your presence. It will reveal
if they are in a cult and their thinking. Ask them open
ended questions to get their feelings on issues. Such as
“How do you feel about….?” Be aware of your
surroundings and to possible threats. Be prepared.
Have a plan worked out in advance. Think safety in
everything you do. Wear safety glasses and ear sound
dampers. Most accidents are preventable. Diving. Find
out how deep the water is before diving into it or are there
objects in it.
Always assume guns are loaded. Never point a
weapon at anyone or even put a finger on a trigger (some
will fire with very little pressure) Lasers, even small
ones, can blind people if accidently pointed to an eye,
Never draw something out of a pocket and point it
at an officer. Officers have to deal daily with criminals
with even sometimes small lethal weapons. Many
innocents were shot because they appeared to be pointing
a gun. Officers are trained to shoot first because there is

often just not enough time and many officers have died
because they hesitated.
Keep your hands up and in sight.
Think safety, practice safety. Learn First Aid and
CPR. Keep an eye on children to protect them. Keep
anything that could harm them out of their reach. When
cutting only cut away from your body. When pushing
hard on tools think about what will happen if it slips.
Water with electricity is dangerous. Also avoid downed
wires and metal fences. When working on electrical
equipment keep one hand away so as to not get a shock
across your heart. Use safe practices when climbing or
when anything is a potential risk.
The following is survival advice from experts.
If a terrorist or active shooter is nearby, Escape if
possible, lock door, lights out fone on silent, be out of
sight. Tell those around you that if the terrorist comes in
they can either do nothing and die, or get his gun down
and get him down and all will live but it will take several
people. See videos on Internet on this such as Run, Hide,
Fight. Lock the door, and put chairs and other things in
the doorway. If Terrorist enters throw things at him to
distract him, Even a one second distraction gets you time
to act to push gun down. This takes people out of target
area. Push behind his knee (which causes knee to fold)
take him down one person on each arm and leg, then
pile on top of him. Keep him down use all force
necessary to keep him down and get gun away. Put
waste basket on top of gun. To not take gunman and gun

out of action is a death sentence. See: Just Another Day:
How to Survive an Active Shooter Event on Campus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP7l1n_8Lh4
Negative thoughts can lead to depression and can
make you destroy yourself. A negative thought (ant)
are just little things and can be overcome. First resolve
that you will not give them power over you. No matter
how bad it is you are still the captain of your ship. You
determine what thoughts you think. It is all right to think
a fact thought that may be negative such as "I am
depressed, or "I have failed" Check it to see if it is really
true and if it is learn from it. Think "So I failed what can I
learn from this? Then make a new plan to achieve your
goals. The best way to get something done, is to begin. If
depressed your mind will sometimes make it even worse
and you must reach out for a little free help from a crisis
line. 586 307 9100 800 273 8255
Take one step at a time.
If it is to be it's up to me.
Your life touches many others in ways you are not aware
of. If you die you would leave a black hole and cause
others sorrow. Your loss is their loss also. Even one who
has few or no friends has the potential of helping oneself
and others. The world is full of lonely people and many
who desperately need a few minutes of kindness. Great
satisfaction can be yours in showing kindness to another
and can make a huge difference in people’s lives. Even
smiling saying hello and asking them how they are acts of

kindness. Give them a couple of minutes show them you
care. You could save a life. Better to light a candle than
to curse the darkness.
Thoughtful defensive non distracted driving saves
lives. If someone looks like they may change lanes or pull
out in front of you get a foot on the brake just in case. Use
lights at near darkness and during storms. Being
unprepared, not watchful, or distracted can cause loss in
life.
If you are in the least doubt about a decision or if much
emotion is involved it is best to set it aside for a while,
sleep on it to let the subconscious mind work on it. Since
much of the mind is subconscious it is wise to use it. If
there is not time than at least seek calm-wise council and
listen. Take time to ask infinite intelligence what to do.
Then listen for the quiet answer that may come when you
wait for it and are willing to receive it. Answers usually
are found if they are diligently sought.
Search for the best, most wise action.
Consider all alternatives possibilities oppotunities.
Take Time To Think. It Is The Source Of Power.
Take Time To Read. It Is The Fountain Of Wisdom.
Take Time To Love. It The Greatest Thing In The World.
Love, positivity and cheerfulness makes everything a
little easier. Take Time To Be Friendly. It Is The Best
Way To Get Along With Others. I have found that even
friendly acquaintances may help you greatly. I was told I
was hired because I had smiled and was friendly.

Take Time To Do What Jesus Taught. (Love One
Another, Kindness) It Is The Key To Heaven.
Take Time To Plan And Work. They Are Keys To
Success.
Those who are successful think and work at being a
success. Get knowledge that will let you use
opportunities as many job openings are unfilled because
no one has the knowledge needed. Some employers will
even pay for training.
Ben Franklin’s wise Maxims:
Silence: Speak only what will benefit others or
yourself.
Order: Let all things have their places. Let each part of
your business have its time.
Resolution: Resolve to perform what you ought.
Perform without fail what you resolve.
Frugality: Make no expense but to do good to others or
yourself; that is; waste nothing.
Industry: Lose no time. Be always employed in
something useful. Cut off all unnecessary actions.
Cleanliness: Tolerate no uncleanness in body, clothes or
habitation. Tranquility: Be not disturbed at accidents,
common or unavoidable, or at trifles.
Temperance: eat not to dullness, drink not to elevation
Sincerity: use no hurtful deceiving, think innocently and
justfully and speak accordingly,

Justice: wrong none by causing injuries or omitting
your duties. Moderation: avoid extremes, forebear
resenting injuries so much as you think they deserve
Wisdom and Humility: Imitate Jesus and Socrates. Avoid
assertive criticism rather say “It appears to me… or If I
am not mistaken…” Ask Questions
Ben Franklin’s schedule. Early to rise. Ask What Good
can I do today? Plan, Set time aside for thinking,
reading, and for work. Before bed ask What Good have
I done today? Evaluate actions. Get adequate sleep.
The greatest good is to do good for the community.
Quitters don’t Win & Winners don’t Quit.
Desire success. Desire that goal. Be Determined.
Set some time aside for reflection and planning.
If you fail to plan you are planning to fail.
Think about what to do to be a success. Get the needed
knowledge. Knowledge pays. Make a plan, figure a
way. Find a need that you can fill and people will pay
you, just one good idea is sometimes all it takes.

Automation has and will put thousands out of
jobs. Seek knowledge for jobs that will not be
automated. Set aside time for thinking.
James Allen in As a Man Thinketh said: A wise person:
controls his thoughts and thereby his actions; spends
more time in study and thought; questions most
everything; tries to find the truth; makes the best use of
his time; avoids time traps such as entertainment. A wise

person knows that success, happiness, worry (is a waste
of time) love, suffering, health and actions all stem from
thought. Character is the sum of ones thoughts. You are
and do what you think.
To change yourself change your thinking. You have
freedom to choose your thoughts. If you want success
you must think success. You are completely responsible
for your own thoughts. You can't blame anyone else. As
you continue to think so you will remain. You are limited
only by the thoughts you yourself choose. Wise ones
organize, prioritize control, & discipline their thinking.
Reject negative, useless, idle, irrational, emotional,
worrisome, lustful, purposeless thoughts.
Many problems are caused by poor management.
Most problems are caused by failing to get enough
information, and also by insufficient thinking.
Do what you can one step at a time. When angry count to
100 before you speak. Think of the consequences first. To
test ideas ask: Is it the right thing to do? Is it fair to all?
Be observant.
Look for opportunities.
A good technique in getting ideas is called
brainstorming. Gather 1 or more thoughtful people
together and brainstorm a question. Write down every
idea no matter how trivial without question for twenty
minutes. Then later go over each idea looking for other
ideas. Still later one can sort out the better ideas. Seek
expert advice from more than one source when making

decisions out of your area of knowledge. Surround
yourself with the best people you can find.
Knowledge is power. Learn a skill or get knowledge that
businesses and people will pay you good wages for.
Chose a job you love and you will never have to work a
day in your life. Automation will soon replace
thousands of human jobs.
Don’t go into jobs that will be automated.
Education pays. There are thousands of free classes
online, including college and vocational classes. Do a
Google search.
YouTube has millions of free educational videos. Also
you can take free or low cost classes to get knowledge
then take a test for credit. People with degrees make more
money but sometimes the knowledge not the degree is
what gets the job. Community colleges are a best
bargain. Khan Academy has hundreds of free video
lessons on many subjects.
Many people get great satisfaction in doing good
things, that leave our world of people a little happier. The
world has many lonely, lost and needy people. Young
people need good guidance and examples. Look for
opportunities to do random acts of kindness. Instead of
paying me back pay it forward, help another. Just being
friendly smiling and saying hello is an act of kindness. .
Show them you care. Help someone. All humans need to
feel loved and secure. The world can be cold and cruel.
Even a small kindness can bring great happiness to

both giver and receiver. Everyone can do little things
that benefit mankind and that may make a difference in
bringing happiness. I am an old man and find that little
kindnesses that others did brought me much happiness as
do remembering kind acts I did for others that gave
me satisfaction for years. Happiness after all comes
from inner satisfaction. Music can also be a great
source of joy. Find music you like and perhaps even
learn to play an instrument. great for your maintaining a
sharp mind.
To many, the greatest happiness comes from knowing
that they have helped needy others which makes the
world a better happier place. Other people are also your
greatest resource. Likability works and benefits all. First
impressions are important. Look them in the eye, smile,
say Hello
A recent Harvard 75 year study showed that good
relationships lead to much happier lives and living
longer. See The Good Life Robert Waldinger TED Talk
on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KkKuTCFvzI
So much information is available now that it is
difficult to sort out which to look at and what is true
or not. Our news is censored and biased. The Saudis
and special interests own large percentages of our news
media resulting in news that is slanted to their wishes.
Look for reliable sources that quote real sources.
NPR, PBS and a few independent media are good.

Google News gives several sources. But be skeptical. Ask
enough questions to get all of the needed facts and verify
them. Limit your input to things that matter.
Eliminate trivial topics and outdated material. Learn
how to learn. Find what works for you like hand printing
notes, quizzing self, & flash cards. Learn how to take
quick notes. When time is short use abbreviations. Leave
out vowels, Later rewrite the notes while the lecture is
still fresh. Review and Repetition works. Taking notes
works. Cursive is faster than printing. If you have a fast
speaker, use a recorder. Think and Ask the 6 learning
Questions What, Who, Where, When, How and Why.
Beware of Untruths and half truths. Insufficient,
thinking, fact gathering and not caring are the major
causes of deaths and suffering. Use scientific method.
Science applied with wisdom has done more for mankind
than anything else. Seek the truth. Don't take anyone's
word for it require proof. For fast Knowledge first consult
Wikipedia. The following have millions of free books:
Internet Archive https://archive.org Project Gutenberg,
International Children's Library. Also see book reviews.
Library of Congress has much online. Google. Also see
your local research librarian.
Best ways to get along with people time proven. Always
do to others as you would want done yourself. (The
Golden Rule)
First impressions are very important. This includes
body language. Being friendly including a pleasant

greeting and kind words. I have seen this pay off many
times. Look directly and face the other person. indicate
you heard their point. Summarize what they said.
Establish rapport, common ground,
Listen, Find common interests.
Look at things from their point of view.
The key is to learn how to become like them. Avoid
criticizing, negativity and direct contradiction. Don’t
use “absolutely, certainly, undoubtedly.” Rather say “It
appears to me… or If I am not mistaken…or imagine…
What if” Stick to the positive. Look for the good in
others and things. I have seen people get fired or
relations fail because of negativity. If criticism is to be
done it should be done in a positive, constructive way.
Begin by criticizing oneself first. Franklin said Things
unknown should be proposed as things forgot. Become
a humble doubter. Ask Questions like Socrates. Know
what you want listen for what you are getting. Change
what you do until you get what you want. People like to
hear their own name in a greeting and in positive
ways. Praise others often. Find something good to say
even in a bad situation.
Learn how to facilitate people believing in you and
accepting your ideas. People skills are a most important
asset. There are lots of good books on this and other
important skills like how to improve your memory.
How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale
Carnegie has great ideas some of which are: To influence

others talk about what they want and show them how
to get it. “First arouse in the other person an eager want.”
If you want people to like you become genuinely
interested in them. Make a good first impression. Smile.
It costs nothing but creates happiness and sometimes pays
well. “Be a good listener. encourage others talk about
themselves.” Talk in terms of the other man’s interests.
Make the other person feel important.
Avoid arguments. Use “I may be wrong but…” Ask
questions. Find the facts. Use “It may appear that…”
Show respect for others opinions. Avoid telling them
they are wrong and if you are wrong admit it quickly.
Find things you can agree on. Like Socrates ask
questions that will get a yes answer. Get him saying yes.
Let the other person do most of the talking. Plant an
idea. Later let them think the idea was theirs. Try to see
things from the other person’s point of view. Be
sympathetic with others ideas and desires. Refer to
mistakes indirectly so as not give offense. Talk about
your own mistakes first. Ask questions instead of giving
direct orders. Could you please do… You might consider
Give suggestions. Offer a challenge. Let the other person
save face. In other words be considerate.
Use encouragement.
Encourage even the smallest and every improvement.
Make things you want done seem easy to correct or
do.
Make them happy about doing what you suggest.
Give honest appreciation.

Use microphone on your fone to do a quick Google
search for more information on whatever you want to
know.
If listeners synchronize with the person talking to
them visually, and vocally it shows the other person that
you are listening and that you are like them. Facing
them, matching the speed and tone of voice creates a
psychological bond.
We all like people who are like us.
Express that you desire to be of help to them. Get their
email or texting address. Stay in touch with those who
can be of help to you. Be careful of what you do on
social media as it is recorded for posterity in archives and
employers may see it. Many people have been fired
over something they posted online. Avoid bashing
people or putting yourself in bad light, criticizing the
boss or groups you are in. Be careful to think before
saying something that could get you fired, killed, or hurt.
We all have said things in haste we regret. People have a
personal life which is their business and best not to
comment on. Future employers often look at candidates
actions on social media. Your Google searches can be
bought by anyone such as a future employer. If you had a
health class and searched for a terrible disease a future
employer may see that and since he has many
applications may throw yours away just to not take a
chance that you might have it. Your reputation precedes
you. Actions speak louder than words. Your attitude
precedes you. Your body language and gestures are

stronger than what you say. Being diplomatic and
friendly pays much better than complaining and
negative actions. Friendship increases by visiting friends,
but not too often.
There are better ways of resolving disputes than
killing. (diplomacy, discussion dispute resolution,
and mediation)
Look at two family men shoving a sword thru each other
in a war. Neither one has anything against the other.
What does painfully killing each other solve?
Humans should always be courteous and civil.
Humans are Humane, monsters aren’t. Humans
cause no harm by our actions or inaction.
Because if we don’t there is so much power now
available to some (like V. Putin) that misuse of it can
cause our extinction.
Active Listening is a great human relations tool.
Acknowledge points they said or summarizing shows
you are listening and care. Great for dealing with
emotional complaints.
I have listed over 5,000 scholarships on my website and
more information to help students and job seekers.
See http://bekinddogood.love
Things to learn that may save your life: Basic survival,
How to build a fire without matches. How to put out fires.
How to make a solar still to get pure water, find food,

Have a good first aid kit. Most people are not prepared.
Read a survival book. Visit scouthandbook.info
Learn self defense because it may save your life.
Recognize that a threat to one as a threat to all. Divide
and surprise attack are proven formulas for victory. To
disarm the people is the best way to enslave them.
Too many have died needlessly and it continues today
around the world. 10% of conflicts are caused by
differences in opinion and 90% by the wrong tone of
voice. When there are two groups who do not understand
each others language conflict resolution is difficult. In
disputes they find it easer to fight than talk which often
leads to killing. There is a wonderful solution to non
understanding between languages, an easy
International Vocabulary which speakers of English
already know 2000 of its words. It uses only 16 grammar
rules with no exceptions. It is learnable to a basic
fluency in 1 month. It is the easiest, fastest and the
least cost solution. It helps language students learn other
languages faster. it allows communication between
different languages (in 1 month) which is much less time
than learning any other language which takes years. It is
the most time and cost efficient solution to the
language misunderstanding problem. It is called
Esperanto. If children spent 10 minutes a day learning
this our planet would have a common language in a few
years and many lives would be saved, some conflicts and
wars avoided because humans need a common
understandable language especially in emergencies. And

vacations are enhanced because you can get information
from people who live where you are going. For a free
book see http://easiestlanguage.info
Join Esperanto groups on Internet and chat with people
in over 100 countries. Make friends Save money on
travel. I had friends who traveled around world staying in
friends houses. Had a great time.
Get easy language college credits in much less time
save money.
Ben Franklin said Dost thou love life? Then do not
squander time, for that’s the stuff life is made of. Lost
time is never found again.
Waste not life as in the grave will be sleeping enough.
Ben Franklin a very wise man, stated I will speak no
ill of anyone because he found that criticism made
enemies. A true friend is the best possession. Hear no ill
of a friend, nor speak any of an enemy. If you would
reap praise you must sow the seeds, of gentle words
and useful deeds.
People want to feel important. Make them feel important.
Instead of condemning try to understand.
Find something to praise about the other person.
Express appreciation often. If you want someone to do
something you need to make them want to do it.
There is great Importance in maintaining contact with
and good report with family, and friends.
Automation will replace many workers in near future.

See “Humans Need Not Apply” on YouTube. Life is rare
in the Universe. Science gives us accurate knowledge,
engineering applies that knowledge. Technology gives
us wonderful tools but applying technology without love,
kindness and wisdom is dangerous. Learn to keep calm,
thoughtful and in control regardless of situation.
This gives you a great advantage.
Nothing is as important as this day and the Love and
Life in it. Diplomacy gets you far more than
complaining or rage.
Be Positive. Nobody likes complainers.
Look for opportunities. Be your own salesman of
yourself. First impressions are priceless
You don’t know how much you know until you know
how little you know. You Know! Keep up to date on
important things. Read more, listen to informative
podcasts. Surround yourself with positive, wise, drug
free, knowledgeable friends.
What is the solution to people mistreating each other?
We need a simple code of conduct and expectation and
human law that all humans be required to practice such
as: Cause no harm Be kind Do Good. Make that the
expectation and Law and enforce law to protect all.
Demand responsible behavior from all. Teach it in every
school and approve it in every legal body. Punish those
severely who disobey the code and within a time it will
become the Humane Human Law. But only if enforced.
Humans are Humane sociopaths aren’t.

Another way of expressing this is the Golden Rule which
is: Only do as you would want done to yourself. Wise
ones like Jesus for centuries have advocated this.
Confucius, and Socrates put it in the form of the Silver
Rule. Do not do to others what you would not want done
to your self. It should be taught to children. Law is an
agreement on how things are to be done. Things work
better with law rather than brute force.
History shows we still need defenses. Indians sometimes
had forts. Cities and outposts had walls. Houses and cars
have doors and locks. Use them. There are people who
would steal your things so don't make it easy for them.
Keep your valuables out of sight, locked up, and your
data password protected. Be watchful. Learn self defense.
Be Prepared.
We should help make and maintain a caring world for
ourselves and those with whom we are in contact daily.
We never know when we may need help ourselves. You
have the power to increase your happiness and make a
difference by looking for opportunities help others. It is
better to light a candle than to curse the darkness. If
everyone improved their own area what a wonderful
world this could be.
Be happy and cheerful. Give others your smile.
With so much mis-information out there how do we
get the Truth? First try to get good verifiable sources.
Be skeptical ask enough questions so as to get needed
information. Then verify from several reliable sources.

Insufficient facts always invite danger. Question
everything. Don't assume. Ask why. Think.
If you train your brain to be scientific minded you have
much better understanding. Learn how everything
works because being scientific minded gives you an
advantage over the many who are living in fantasy
ignorance land. Example learn how to set up your own
solar panel for free electricity to charge your fone and
laptop. You can set it up in a window and you will
always have power and light even when the rest of the
world is dark. Do it yourself for under $100. Use
Monocrystalline or new Perovskite panels as they are
more efficient. Point their flat area directly at the sun at
mid day. Affix them to a rack made of inexpensive PVC
pipe using zip ties. Paint ties white so they are not
damaged by sun. Put this rack in a window or outside.
Best avoid roof if you have snow. Because they may need
to be brushed off. Add a charge controller to prevent
boiling the battery. Deep cell golf cart batteries are best.
Get an inverter converts DC to AC. so you can use your
regular electronics.
See http://dogoodforall.today/freesolarpower.pdf
Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's
ignorance.
Study what is most likely to happen in the future so
you will be prepared.
Look especially for opportunities.
Look at the Occupation Outlook Handbook online.

The most important words in human relations
I ADMIT I MADE A MISTAKE (the most important 6
words)
I AM PROUD OF YOU most important 5 words
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION (most important 4 words)
IF YOU PLEASE (the most important 3 words)
THANK YOU (the most important 2 words)
We (the most important word)
I (the LEAST important word)
Put more “We” in your conversations.
In disagreements work on common interests and
solutions. Being diplomatic and friendly pays much
better than complaining and negative actions. Beware
what you do goes around and later comes around. Your
actions may eventually come back to you.
If it is to be it's up to me. When the going gets tough the
tough get going. Know yourself. Be aware that the world
is not a nice or safe place there are those working to take
away your freedom, valuables and income. Being aware
of who and what is around you is a great idea. Planning
in advance what to do in hostile situations can save your
life. Because automation will within a dozen years cause
much unemployment if pandemic or war doesn't happen
first, we will need to have a basic income for all which
can be done by putting solar panel farms all over on
public property then give an equal share of the huge
profit from the free solar energy to every citizen. Make

the power corporations pay for that free daily energy from
the sun but into a basic income fund for all citizens. Then
they can close the planet killing fossil fuel plants.

We must not allow the greedy to have a monopoly
on energy, transportation, water, food, shelter or
health care which should be provided by
government free or at cost. Housing factories can
mass produce prewired prefab affordable homes
which can be just unfolded and set up by unskilled
labor. See YouTube videos on Boxabl’s affordable
housing even Elon Musk lives in a prefab home. And see
bot video “Humans Need Not Apply.” By Grey about
automation.
Everyone could still work if they want to. This could end
welfare and lessen crime. Also read up on the Venus
project and Jacque Fresco.
Wisdom stands the test of time.
Your Unclaimed Family Money Someone in your
family may have free money Visit my website
http://bekinddogood.love for links to state and federal
money sites and instructions. But also note that there are
thousands of free classes now online knowledge can be $.
Scouting offers great opportunities camping, hiking,
flying airplanes, canoeing, horseback riding, on High
Adventure Trips, Philmont Scout Ranch, D-A, Parks.

Scouts learn leadership, success, people skills, survival
skills, (see picture of solar still on cover Just a piece of
plastic can save our life.) emergency preparedness,
CPR, First Aid, safety, swimming, life saving over 100
merit badges on many occupations & interesting hobby
interests such as: Electronics, Energy, Engineering,
Environment, Medicine, Boating, Music, Robotics,
Salesmanship, and many more.
A Scout is Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly,
Courteous, Kind, Obedient, Cheerful, Thrifty, Brave,
Clean Reverent. Scout motto is Be Prepared. Slogan
Do a Good Deed Daily.
See more at http://scouthandbook.info
A few thoughts from Grandpa's experience: Great minds
discuss ideas, average minds discuss events, small minds
discuss people.
Have the courage to speak the truth and stand up for
right.
To see the right thing to do and not to do it is
cowardice.
Observe the good points of others and adopt them.
Observe bad points of others and correct them in yourself.
Do not waste your time as it is valuable and priceless.
You can never get back a wasted day.
Life is short. Time is worth more than money.

Perhaps those are the two most valuable things.
Live as if it is your last day alive as it could be.
When you meet new people that you want to keep as
friends or acquaintances make yourself memorable. Find
something that sets you apart from others give them
something to remember you by. I am a Technology
Professor I can help you. We are beginning a transplant human era with implanted devices being put into
people. Blind will see. Deaf will hear. Paralyzed are
walking. Artificial arms and legs are now working.
Artificial organs are coming. Science, kindness and
wisdom have done more for mankind than anything
else.
Mu chips as small as this dot · will be put into people and
nearly everything else to track things and for inventory
and theft prevention. Mu chip powder can be sprinkled on
produce which can be then be tracked and lives saved.
Read up on Mu chips. Bots will do most jobs for us.
Robots will be serving us. Robo cops may police us. We
need to keep our brains active by thinking. Exercise your
brain do addition and multiplication in your head when
bored. This can be beneficial and improves your thinking.
Eat properly to feed your brain better. See Dr. Daniel
Amen book Use your brain to change your age so it
functions as if it were younger.
Smoke and CO2 detector alarms with good batteries
and fire extinguishers nearby save lives. Avoid using

natural Christmas trees as they ignite easily and burn fast.
It’s the fumes that kill you not the fire. Make an escape
plan and make sure everyone knows it and also to get
down low to avoid fumes and most important get out. I
speak from experience I was a fireman.
We veterans are proud to have stood up many times
for what is right and continue to do so in spite of threats.
To not do so would be cowardice. Don’t fall for anti
hate speech laws as it is just a ruse to stop speaking
the truth about terrorist or power groups.
Learning from experience and history can serve you
well and may even save your life. It is far better to
learn from others experience and from history because
you don't go thru the pain and suffering and sometimes
dying.
Here are a few things that history shows us:
All persons die, many before old age, many from drugs,
many because of criminal behavior, many because they
did not seek or get timely medical treatment, many
because of their own unthinkingness, and many because
of bad associations. Many died because they lived in a
time or place of rule by brute force instead of rule by law.
For many thousands of years our ancestors lived in tribes
which were constantly at war. Look at a World Almanac
history section shows endless and needless wars usually
over land or religion. Once rule of law is established such
as in The USA most of the fighting is resolved by law and
by law enforcement. If you have a problem you call 911.

In addition there is Human Rights Law such as our Bill of
Rights and The Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Some rights are: right to Life, liberty, security, not to be a
slave, no cruel treatment, trial, innocent until proven
guilty, privacy, to own property, freedom of thought
freedom of speech and media, take part in the
government, social security, fair pay for work, adequate
standard of living, and education and mentions that
everyone has duties to support these rights for all.
History also shows us that there is at least one big
ideology and it’s big cult that has violated these rights for
over 1400 years and worse continues to not accept this
Declaration of Human Rights even today, causing deaths
and denial of human rights around the world..
Be aware that some wars are for profit, "Helliburton"
made 39 Billion on our Vietnam. Follow the Money.
Wars are a waste as they destroy people’s lives. Better to
use a short military action if diplomacy fails.
Big Brother (dictators or government) is getting too much
into our personal business now. Read a review of the
book 1984 By George Orwell. Also Lord of the Flies. and
Enemy of the State. have useful knowledge.
We learn wisdom. The only learning is self-learning.
Life has its happy times and sad times, Learn from them
but still take moments to enjoy, beautiful flowers and
clouds. Self esteem, what you think about yourself is
very important. Look at what you have done and you

will see that you have done a lot and that you are a
capable person and you can improve even more.
Today is a new day. God gave me this day to use as I
will. To waste it, or use it for good. What I do with this
day is important, because I have given one day of my life
for it. When tomorrow comes, today will be gone forever.
Remember I paid one day of my life for it. Hope I will
not regret the price I paid for it.
On many a grave headstones glisten of those who
heard but wouldn’t listen. Victor RaCosky said “You
are who you run with. and When you think you are down
and out hit them one more time.”
Often epitaphs are wise.
Be thankful for what you have, Life.
Do the most good while you can before it is too late.
Use time wisely waste it not for all too soon
this (the grave) will be your lot.
The worst evil of all is uncaringness.
We veterans are not cowards we have stood up to those
who abuse helpless women and children and those who
kill innocent people. We are against abuse of women
and girls. slavery, oppression, and killing.
I speak out because to not do so would be cowardly.
Join me in speaking out against abuse and wrongs.
A hero is a person who does what was right or who is
intent on making this a better place for all. If you don’t
stand for something you stand for nothing. A lot of

cowards just take the easy way out and don’t even try.
Join me an old veteran in standing up for freedom
with liberty and justice for all. Stand up and speak up
against those who believe in denying rights to women and
in killing those they disagree with even today.
Too many people cower afraid to “offend” them.
Even Christian pastors who should be knowledgeable in
this, we have discovered are often ignorant of the
threat to their members.
Prime Ministers from more than one country have told
some long time former refuge residents that: We rescued
you, gave you a home, money, housing, offered you jobs
hoping you would become good citizens. But you are
intolerant and complain about our national customs. You
demand we let you off of work to pray but you instead
recite verses of a warrior who killed innocent people,
stole their property and enslaved their families and sold
thousands into slavery. You kill women in so called
honor killings. You form no go zones so you can abuse
women and where our police are even afraid to go. Some
of your young people are threatening our citizens and our
country. If you are not going to become good citizens and
respect our country you are free to leave and go back to
one of your own counties. We encourage you to leave.
Do It Now.
I expect to pass through this world but once. Any good
thing, therefore, that I can do or kindness I can show to
any fellow human being let me do it now. Let me not
defer nor neglect it for I shall not pass this way again.

Humans are Humane cause no harm Be Kind Do Good.
The great Ben Franklin agrees:
The Noblest Question in the world is What good can I
do in it.
The greatest good is to do good for the community.
Every morning ask What good can I do today?
What it is Serving God, is Doing Good to man
Do good to thy friend to keep him, to thy enemy to gain
him.
Tis easier to prevent bad habits them to break them.
Who is strong? He that can conquer his bad habits.
The sleeping fox catches no birds. Up!

Neglect mending a small fault and soon it will be a great
one.
A stich in time saves nine. Don’t underestimate the power
of small things. A loose nut can cause a hatch to open
and sink a ship. Beware of little expenses. A small leak
will sink a great ship. Love your enemies, for they

would tell your faults. Good sense all need, few have.
Thou can’st not joke and enemy into a friend, but thou
can a friend into an enemy.
Think before you speak.
Don’t throw stones at your neighbors, if your have
windows.
Want a faithful servant? Serve yourself.
God helps them that help themselves.
You ought to be an honor to your family. Glass, China,
and reputation, are easily cracked and never well
mended. If you do what you should not, you must hear
what you would not,
Well done is better than well said.
When there’s no law, there’s no bread.
Great talkers, little doers.
A penny saved is a penny earned
Keep thy shop and thy shop will keep thee.
Drive thy business or thy business will drive thee.
A good wife and health is a man’s best wealth
Search others for their virtues, thyself for thy vices.
Pay what you owe, and you’ll know what is your own.
Borrowing will go a Sorrowing
Nothing is so popular as goodness. God gives all things
to industry. Early to bed and early to rise, makes a
man healthy, wealthy, and wise. Diligence is the
mother of good luck and overcomes difficulty.
Tis easier to suppress the first desire, than to satisfy all
that follow It. Let my discontents be secrets. Blessed is
he who expects nothing, for he will never be
disappointed. Haste makes waste. Folly & Wickedness

shorten life. Anger is never without a reason, but seldom
without a good one.
He who falls in love with himself will have no rivals.
When the Wells dry we know the worth of water.
Forewarned, Forearmed Death takes no bribes.
One Today equals two tomorrows
Half Wits talk much but say little
Many a man thinks he’s buying pleasure when he is really
selling himself a slave to it.
Eat to live, live not to eat.
The way to see faith is to shut the eye of reason.
To lengthen thy life, lessen thy meals.
Observe all men: thyself most.
Happy Wife, Happy Life
Better slip with the foot then the Tongue.
Fish and visitors stink after three days.
Would you live with ease, do what you ought, and not
what you please.
Those who are wrapped up in themselves make small
packages.
Leisure time is a good time for doing something useful
Diligence is the mother of Good Luck
Industry, Perseverance, Frugality make fortune yield.
Hide not your Talents, they for Use were made,
What good is a sundial if it sets in the shade?
A lie stands on one leg, truth on two.
Whatever’s begun in anger, ends in shame.
Listen to reason or she’ll hit you later.
The things which hurt, Instruct.

A soft Tongue may strike hard.
Blame all and praise all are two blockheads.
Paintings & fightings are best seen at a distance.
For 5,000 scholarships, links to unclaimed money see
http://bekinddogood.love

Best Ideals
ONE CODE CAUSE NO HARM
PUNISH THOSE WHO HARM
ONE LAW JUSTICE, ONE MOTTO
BE KIND DO GOOD.
ONE WAY KINDNESS,
ONE EXPECTATION HUMANS are HUMANE,
ONE EDUCATION TRUTH,
ONE RELIGION LOVE,

ONE METHOD SCIENTIFIC which is asking
Questions and finding the factual truth,
Question Everything,
Best to Be a Light than to curse the darkness.
Grandpa’s experience Think Safety, Be Prepared
Bring No Harm by Actions or Inaction,
Stand Up for Kindness, Free Speech, Human Rights, and
against abuse of women and against, subjugation,
slavery, cruelty and killing.
Think for Yourself,
Avoid drugs, gangs, negative people, texting while
driving
If you want to be a success, Think Success.
Decide what you want to do, Make a Plan, Then work
your plan.
Ask daily “What Good can I Do Today?”
Treat each day as if it were your last. (It could be)
See my useful books free or 99 cents on amazon.com by
searching for books by Wesley E. Arnold finds them much
faster or FREE at http://bekinddogood.love.
Part Two Hidden Threats and Important Things
Here are some hidden things that it is best knowing about.
Some are secret activities that could hurt you.
We are living in changing times in an information age.
Information is exploding with mis-information and half truths
all over. We are also living in a dangerous time in spite of our

technology and medical knowledge.
I will present the facts where ever they may lead. I do
not want to be negative or paranoid or fantasy full. Just the
facts for you to deal with. I am in my 80th year and not
dependent on pleasing or impressing anyone, readers, or
book sellers My only purpose is to educate my
grandchildren and you on these important items. Please
read this little book and pass it on and tell others they can read
it on their fone from http://bekinddogood.love or 99 cents on
amazon.com books.
MANY OF THESE THREATS MAY SEEM TRIVIAL
BUT SOME ARE DANGEROUS AND DEADLY. Note
that I worked in the Intelligence community so I am not
exaggerating and some things presented are based on
insider knowledge. Knowing more about them may help you
avoid consequences.
I have this put this book in the public domain so that
students and those who want to improve things may freely
copy it and I have made it free. Don’t pay me back pay it
forward do a kindness to someone else.
IDENTIFY THEFT is very common 60 million Americans
affected, millions lost money. One day you discover that your
bank account is much lower than it should be. Or you see
charges on your credit card statement for things that you
did not purchase. Often these are small charges often gone
unnoticed several times. Sometimes scanners are placed on
charge machines. It is a good idea to put your receipts in an

envelope and check them against your credit card statement.
They may be just small charges that many people fail to
notice allowing the thieves to go undetected longer.
Or the thief gleans your personal information such as:
credit card number, birth date, social security number, etc.
And applies for a new credit card. Most stores don’t ask for
ID if its under $50.00. The thief can get away with a lot of
before a hold is placed on card but you’re stuck with the bill.
The same is true if a crook finds your card. If you lose your
card call the credit card company immediately and get a hold
put on it. If you forget to cancel a trial account they can
legally keep charging you.
Guard your personal information. Also some people put
false info on the Internet to confuse thieves. Some even use a
deceased relative’s social security number. As long as one
doesn’t actually use it illegally that can stop a thief. Most
banks and credit unions offer in a program that you can sign
up for for free that watches for identity theft and has
insurance. Good idea.
Invasion of your privacy and you can fight back.
Everything above applies. It appears that there is less and less
privacy and more and more invasion into our lives. Many
websites insist you sign in. The schools, your bank, credit
union, internet service provider and even your doctor are
all required now to share your information with the
government including your social security number. It
seems some want your driver’s license number, social security
number and date of birth. Some folks modify their old drivers
license and date of birth to make them lighter and not clear.

Can satisfy those who want to copy your Drivers license but
since most don’t look closely they are not getting what they
have no business with anyway. Or say I left it on at home.
For all of those places that insist on having your fone
number, Give them your old now unworking number. I used
the much cheaper Consumer Cellular fone service for our
old working home fone and went to Target and get their nice
$34. flip fone with a new number, which I only gave to
family and friends who I also entered in the fone as contacts
so when they call I can see that it is a friend. All others I just
let it go to voicemail. In that way I can get emergency or
important calls. Many robo callers only let it ring 3 times
and hang up. A flip fone is smaller, fits better in small
pockets and because it folds the screen is protected and the
smaller screen uses less power. Also this one cannot get a
virus. My old home smart fone only costs me $20 a month
and I give that number out when important. And I get the
internet, weather and waze traffic and news on the home
fone. This all works out great as very few telemarketers
leave voicemail. Some people actually made up a phony ID
with their phony address and birth date to make it more
difficult for thieves. They located an apartment complex in
another city, added an extra number to the address so it would
not affect real people then filled out a few sales offers using
that address also using a non working number in that fone
exchange. If you do this reuse the phony info many times for
sales offers. This gets your phony info out there making it
harder for thieves. and might even reduce some of the
junk mail.

Automation taking your job. Automation has put
thousands of humans out of jobs and will soon put many
more out of jobs. Computer programs with artificial
intelligence called bots are able to do more than half the
human jobs and do them faster and better, and work 24/7
all without pay. Many more blue collar jobs will be replaced
by general purpose robots. It is possible that most current
jobs will be done by machines freeing up humans for either
some kind of work they enjoy or other activities. The very
nature of work and job will be drastically changing. More
and more jobs are based on knowledge and working from
home so it is wise to get job knowledge for jobs that will not
be automated. For example: cyber security or robotics.
You must see the video on YouTube “Humans Need Not
Apply.” By Grey
Good News you can get this knowledge free from some of
the thousands of free classes online. Even several big
name colleges like Harvard are offering free classes. Find a
free online class. Save the videos. Study then take a test for
credit. There are study guides and flash cards for many
classes. Tests are around $90-160 for1 to 16 college credits
which is much less expensive than classrooms. Most
universities charge 500-3,000 per credit hour. Community
colleges are a best bargain at around $100-150 per credit hour.
Also you can learn almost anything free on YouTube. Use
your time and money wisely. Best to acquire knowledge
you can get paid for or better yet to improve things and
help others.

Need for basic income. Now automation is replacing
humans with computers without creating new jobs. Yes
there will be a relatively few new jobs some for luxuries we
did not use much in the past such as daily flower deliverers to
our homes or metaverse instructors. Have you noticed the rise
of food delivery of both groceries and meals? We could soon
have thousands of people laid off work. How are they going
to get income? Welfare will not be practical. There is a better
solution called basic income.
The best way to create a basic income for all with the
least taxpayer dollars is to accept the free money from the
sun each day. Create jobs by setting up solar panels on
public land. Then insist the utility companies close their
coal fired plants and buy the free energy generated from
this free solar power and which helps the environment crisis.
Since this energy is delivered daily for free from the sun
we don’t have to pay the sun and there is almost zero
maintenance cost on solar panels so there would be large
profits that could be put into a public fund and give every
citizen an equal share giving everyone a basic income.
All at little taxpayer cost eliminating poverty and
welfare. We just have to make the profits go to the public
fund not into some rich people’s pockets. People would still
be free to work and make more money.
This would be a win win for all.
The Science of Manipulating People has advanced
greatly with combining of info-tech, bio-tech, and
manipulation science. Manipulators (advertisers,

corporations, governments, and power people) are
about to use your personal data to get you to actually
want to do what they want because they will know your
psychology better than you from data they have gleaned.
So beware you are about to be scientifically
psychologically manipulated not only to buy things but to
do what the people in power want you to do. It is a good
idea to think before you act. Be skeptical. Wait, Think.
Ask questions to get at the facts before you act.
Totalitarian regimes, some governments and people with
power are adopting manipulation and social psychological
methods to totally enslave and control populations. We ask
is it going in that direction here considering that our
Congress and President appear to now work for the rich,
big corporations, and special interests rather than the
working people. This is a complicated form of socialpsychology, marketing and the science of manipulation.
There is more info out there about this. One good source is
the PBS news program “Hacking Your Mind.”
Those in power around the world are eyeing these
scientific social psychological methods to control people. It
is well known that power corrupts and many in power are
not only rich but want more. Greed is the religion of the
wealthy-power class. Less than one percent of humans
own and have control over the other ninety nine percent or
have the weapons to do so. Example: the oligarchs in
Mainland China and tyrant-dictator V. Putin in Russia, who
was able to start and continue a major war in 2022. He has

so much power that not even the President of the United
states of America can stop him for fear of nuclear total
destruction of mankind.
Spy at the traffic light. Some of those cameras near traffic
lights or near the road may be able to do surveillance, even
face recognition. Many cities are putting in license plate
scanners to locate expired plates or wanted vehicles or
persons but these can be used for tracking you. Dictators
track thinkers, dissidents to kill them.
Government surveillance of almost everyone is ongoing it
includes all: financial information, locations, fone and
internet use social contacts and images and may include sky
cameras, drones, cameras in public and private places,
homes cars. Yes the last items are possible thru technology.
Here it is mostly used to fight terrorists and crime. But it is
worse in China where they have social media spy
programs in which citizens even children get points for
snitching on parents or other citizens who are not fully
supporting the dictator/tyrant. And the consequences are
sometimes torture and death. Yes. True. Modern
dictatorships are following their example for total social
control of the masses of people. Like N Korea, Russia.
Some big Corporations, Governments like China have
massive info gathering programs to glean everything they
can including your DNA. Yep, China is interested in US
citizens for espionage and they are going to be selling pills
custom made to your DNA and medical conditions. Also

for future blackmail use. Yes this has happened when they
want certain information they will get it at any cost including
people’s lives. There is now also technology that can be used
to record private conversations in homes and almost
anywhere. Surely being outside solves that. But possibly not
with satellite and drones so high you cannot see them and
with cameras assisted by AI enabling face recognition and lip
reading, for a few people that they want info from. But in
general Privacy is dead.
Cameras at intersections and in public places can be
used with face recognition programs to track people. Many
people already got speeding tickets from remote cameras.
You won’t win if you fight them because they have your rear
plate in a foto with your calibrated speed and they have a
foto of the driver from the front. Cities are buying cameras
that read license plates of cars to find those which have
expired or are wanted by police or the government and they
are installing them in many places and can be used for
tracking. Combined with spyware on fones and cars and in
hidden places and RFID scanners gives those in power the
potential ability to tack almost everyone.
RFIDs are tiny computer chips the size of a grain of sand
that emit a long digital number when radio frequency
energy hits it. These little chips are in or going to be put in
many things so that they can be identified, inventoried and
tracked. here is even RFID powder that can be sprinkled
on crops (or other food) by the packers. Later if it is
discovered that that batch of food had poison or was somehow

bad an email can be sent out to all of the food places to warn
them and they just scan their inventory and throw it out and
save lives can be saved. RFID chips are great because no
optical scanner or writing is needed as a sensor can detect
them even inside boxes or bags. RFIDs are already used to
keep track of animals, pets, cars, and people. They are
already in money credit cards and drivers licenses. A
sensor by the door in a store can be used to see when a thief
takes something out of a store. Scanners can be used with a
timeclock to track when employees come and go. Scanners
can be placed in doorways and in other places in public
places. With RFID chips in clothing or shoes, ID cards,
drivers licenses, credit cards fed into a database, this can
allow almost everyone to be tracked. This gives the people in
power tools to not only track vehicles but the individuals
enabling more social control..
Google, Facebook, YouTube, (actually any Internet usage)
and fone usage have become government surveillance
inputs. Whatever you search for or watch or do is recorded
and stored and can be used against you. Google actually sells
your search history. Alternatively use duckduckgo.com who
at least does not sell it. (But the feds record it)
Spy satellites and drone cameras are so well refined that it
may be possible to identify people laying on their backs. I
looked at Google maps and saw a car that my neighbor was
hiding in his back yard behind his garage the next day after
he parked it there because he couldn’t afford a plate for it

which requires insurance and he was laid off and the city does
not allow unlicensed cars even on your own property. (if
they find it they tow it then levy huge charges) They have
towed RVs that had good plates because RVs aren’t allowed.
Some cities don’t allow you to have a car without plates, or
may give you a ticket for working on your car on your
own property. Too much government intrusion.
Social control. Here in America we have a credit score
which is used by businesses for customer credit. In China
they now have a mandatory social game used by the
government to determine a score of how well people are
following the tyrant/dictator. People put this in their fones
and can see others scores. They get points for following the
tyrant’s commands, they lose points for posting anything
negative about the tyrant or even J walking. People in their
group with lower points drag down scores. People get
points for spying on others and for reporting anything anti
tyrant. Now China citizens are spying on each other and
are used for controlling other citizens because every citizen
can be a spy for the tyrant and are supposed to encourage
others to follow him. People who are reported to be anti
tyrant are sometimes tortured and killed. This is happening
today in China, N Korea and in other dictatorships because
it is very effective. The oligarchs are finding effective ways
to control the masses of people. Freedom is ending for
millions.
There are also some trends in this direction like devaluation of
the dollar, AND The Congress, and president ignoring

working peoples needs. AND also the destruction of the
middle class by the stealing of workers income. All this is
combined with the creation of a welfare 3rd world like state
where the rich own the property, charge high rents and
high interest on loans, but pay mediocre wages to the
workers, control the government, and charge exorbitant
prices on needed medicine causing citizens to die.
AND the destruction of the middle class by the stealing of
workers income, allowing failure of education children now
testing below 3rd world countries, and our huge government
surveillance and the increasing use of electronic money,
devaluation of the dollar and because most of The working class
becoming the forgotten class, Much of our country is in
poverty. Even worse China is passing us up in technology and
military power. Wake up America before it is too late.

Inept presidents and congress whose selfish, uncaring,
actions and inaction have caused by their negligence our
country to become almost a 3rd world country. The
working class became the forgotten class. Much of our
country is in poverty. China is passing us up in technology
and military power. People have lost faith in the government.
The congress no longer serves the working people rather it
serves the wealthy and special interests.
Congress 535 people most of which are millionaires and all
rich. Who get paid $174,000 for part time work. (Working
about 168 days a year of mostly short days) plus they get a
lot of great benefits like terrific health care and have staff
to do work for them. Plus they get between $33,000 to

nearly a million a year of special interest money. And who
do they favor when voting. The answer is the special
interest groups not us working people. Oil corporations
took in record multi billions in profits during the gas
crunch but did Congress or Presidents even give workers a
pittance by cutting the gas taxes. No. So who are they
working for. The answer is not us. What a shame.
Something isn’t right. There is a saying that only crooks get
rich in public office and they are multi millionaires. We
need to elect leaders that work for the us.
Possible Government control even here. A great social
critic George Carlin with a career spanning nearly five
decades, said "We are a nation of sheep, and someone else
owns the grass." You think you are free but you all have
owners. Indeed less than 1% own most of the wealth and we
are renting from them or borrowing from them and they
are getting richer on the rent and interest. Now they are
even buying up homes for sale to enable them to rent them out
with high rent. Result is the rich are getting richer in the last
40 years and the workers are getting poorer. In China Big
brother (dictator) has taken over. You must read a review of
1984 by George Orwell as part of your education also Brave
New World by Aldous Huxley. In the book1984 where the
oligarchs are spying on everyone, modifying history and
controlling everyone. In Brave New World everyone is spaced
out on drugs but still controlled by the government. In both of
these the gov’t controlled information. They who control
information control the masses. The Internet is censored in

several countries now and here. You say you can find
anything on the Internet. Not true about many things. Try
finding out facts about Area 51 or the truth about us being
visited by aliens. Massive cover up even today but there may
be good reason. This maybe required by those with greater
power than humans. Not kidding. There are peports….
Everyone is now required to have an ID card, and a social
security number and you must give it to your employer and
your bank. And you must file for taxes with your correct
address. What would you do if a drone was peeping into a
house window? Happened to me. But I had a neighbor doing
secret defense work at the time and I am a former NSA
operative so who knows? All of this adds of to the potential of
possible oligarch manipulation and control of information,
your income, the economy and your freedom.
If you doubt, just look at China today. Well wait look at the
USA today. The federal government now literally gets almost
everything on almost everybody so privacy is dead. Then
some big corporations and powerful individuals are also
gathering your personal information and putting it in big
databases. After all the rich and powerful own and control the
big corporations and now the federal government. If you look
at the facts of recent history. The Presidents and congress
mostly favor the rich and powerful who control corporations
who get billions in government subsidies and tax exemptions.
A corporation is a legal entity used to protect the shareholders
from lawsuits. All this is a form of sneaky social control. The
people think they have control but the truly working man’s
candidate is never allowed to get elected. Poor men now can’t

get elected to the presidency without oligarch support. The
oligarchs can out propagandize any candidate that does not
favor them. And the sheeple (people who just follow without
questioning the propaganda on TV or on election handouts)
are the majority of voters. Look at recent history for proof. So
George Carlin was right about the illusion of real freedom.
Basically working people are given just enough freedom and
income to keep supporting the rich owners of the country. And
if by some chance people’s candidate got a good lead, he
would most likely be assassinated by ruler operatives.
And it gets even worse after all of the above would you
believe an Undetectable Spy in your pocket or smart watch
or car. The Internet of things is here and growing. Already
cars have computers but they doing basic things and black
boxes that record your location and speed. Soon they will be
expanded to be able to communicate with other cars. Soon
there will be programs that will be able to report your location
history out of your vehicle. Plus some are getting cameras
and microphones inside. Could be a potential spy depending
on how used. Do we really want the oligarchs to be able to
know where we are, go, who we talk to and what we say?
Your Owners The famous Critic George Carlin had
something to say Look at this it is worth watching and being
informed. “The Owners of the Country” 7 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dY4WlxO6i0
There are now spying programs people can buy to see what
their kids or spouse is doing.
There are undetectable spying programs that use your

fones camera and microphone, can report on your email and
activities and report it to whoever is doing the spying.
Beware it has been discovered that the federal government,
some big corporations, some employers and China are spying
on people. Yes trust me on this. Let me remind you that there
are more Chinese operatives in Washington DC than there
are members of Congress. They have been stealing our
technology for decades and what they can’t steal they buy
or spy for.
Of course it is an invasion of your privacy bigtime!
They don’t care. They want to take over our country. But if
you are a person of interest or are working in a sensitive
area or you even unknowingly are a neighbor or friend of
someone who they have an interest in, you may have an
undetectable spy program on your fone that even reports
your locations what it sees and what it hears. So what can you
do about it. An immediate fix is take the battery out of the
fone. Doing a factory reset may work but may also not
work. Did China make the fone? It may have secret spy
programming built in. It has been reported that at least dozens
of Americans of interest have been spied on thru their fones.
Do a Google search for latest info as this situation is in
constant change and much is hidden.
I don’t have anything to hide so I don’t care if there is
a spy program on my fone or not. Many people take their
fone into the rest room with them mostly to check messages
but some are very happy to give any spys an earful of rest–
room sounds. Some folks even scream into their fone or set it
on a noisy air conditioner or by a TV. Be Happy!

I can guarantee that if you use the word President within three
paragraphs of a synonym for kill you will get their attention.
Some people leave their smart fone at home or in the
car and use a feature or flip fone for calls as they usually
don’t have Internet so are harder to track.. Flip fones are
handy because calls can be immediately answered or sent
to voice mail by one of two buttons and I can use the
buttons with out my glasses and with one hand. Handy!
Smart fones sometimes have swiping problems or if you
touch them accidently in the wrong place the answer icon
disappears. Sometimes by the time you get the smart touch
fone out of your pocket the answer icon has disappeared
and it offers no way to get it back People sometimes lose
calls.
Flip fones don’t ever have that problem and it is
smaller, protected, rugged and cheap ($34. for a real good
one at Target) You can still keep data on it to refer to if
needed using a microSD card.
And you can work on internet things or view webpages
while talking on the flip fone by using a smart fone in other
hand while still talking, which is convenient.
How about some good news here for a change.
The smart fone with a MicroSD card also can have
documents and pictures which you can refer to while talking.
Some people even have a 2nd smart fone with cell service
and internet for more potential and making calls when
needed. It is after all a computer in your pocket.
Use free Wi-Fi at many places so there is no extra

internet cost. Or you can get internet thru cell service.
These are little portable useful computers with several apps
that have proven very useful even on cross country trips.
Example the weather radar app, the Waze traffic app. We
often use Google maps to get directions and maps to help get
to unfamiliar destinations. Sometimes it is better to print out
an 8x11 map and jot your directions with the roads to use
ahead of time, before you leave to keep from having to figure
it out on the small fone screen. Saves time as you have the
map in your hand.
You can check your email while on the road, even do
research, dictate documents. Travel apps like Travelocity and
Priceline get discounts on motel prices and even show which
ones have vacancies and their locations. We usually pick the
ones close by with free breakfasts which usually means you
can get another bonus and cost savings over just showing up
at the motel door where they charge you more. Once you are
in the motel room the laptop computer is better than the
fone for viewing and keyboarding using their free Wi-Fi..
Note it is faster to dictate words rather then type them.
But you must proofread it as speech recognition is not perfect.
Corporate greed Many corporations care only about
profits. They put profits before people, Often even their
own workers. Look at the drug corps who have caused people
to die because their excessive unnecessary huge drug prices.
Some diabetics have died because they could not afford
insulin which the drug corps charge sometimes 100 times
their cost to make it, while their CEOs and corporate

officers get millions a year in pay and their corps rake in
billions in profits. Look at the latest gasoline crunch high gas
prices causing people to have to choose between buying food
or buying gas to go to work. Did the oil corps even give the
American people a small temporary break. No. The Oil
corporations raked in billions in profits and their CEOs
and corporate officers millions in salaries while some
Americans died. Yet over 100 of these corps pay almost no
taxes because they are registered out of the USA. Yet your
corrupt Congress accepts bribe money and has refused to stop
the fleecing of Americans which has been going on for many
years. Greed is the religion of many corporations, wealthy
class Congress and most presidents.
The U.S. K-12 educational system does reach most of the kids
but still is in massive failure when we graduate seniors that
can’t make change for a $20 bill without a calculator,
can’t write, read a clock, spell, can’t tell you what the basic
law of the land is (Constitution), Can’t tell you who we
fought in WWII and why, don’t understand basic science,
lack basic necessary knowledge and have not adopted a
human code of conduct to guide their important actions,
all potential problems.
US higher education does cover and do well in many more
fields.
Why has China been allowed to buy our national debt and
big banks? And now we are paying them interest which is
actually helping to support their military. What? US taxes are
supporting the Chinese military. Something is wrong.

Have you noticed that China is buying up a lot of Industries
and property. Yes it is a grab for technology knowledge and
power. If they can’t steal it they buy it. They are very smart.
Perhaps we should have the children learn Chinese who
may be taking over because the Chinese military is
approaching surpassing the US. and already has satellite
killers that can disable our military who is over reliant on
them.
Yes there is fix to greedy self serving politicians. Get friends
and family to pay attention infiltrate political parties and insist
on good candidates and vote in good candidates and bad ones
out. Incompetents are a threat.
They who control the information can potentially control the
large populations of uninformed and the sheeple. Many
humans are uninformed and unquestioning or have apathy
towards the world outside of their immediate lives.
Plato said apathy toward public affairs leads to being
ruled by evil men. Scarier yet replace “men” by
“Autonomous Artificial Intelligence Entities” (intelligent
computers or robots) who will quickly conclude that
humans are too unfit, incompetent and unintelligent to
take care of planet Earth as proven by 300,000 years of
history of humans killing and destroying themselves,
children, other species and the environment.
Insufficient Information invites danger. Both humans and
computers need accurate information. There is a saying in IT
that if you put garbage in, you get garbage out. Example: if
you allow a 3-year-old to watch a monster movie you will

soon be awakened by crying and by her or him begging to
come sleep with you because there are “monsters” hiding
nearby.
Often several factors need to be considered. Many
problems are caused by too little information or wrong
information and uncaring. The worst evil is uncaringness.
Seek the truth wherever it leads. Ask is it true? Really? Prove
it. What are the facts? Is there another side to the story?
Have enough questions been asked for full
understanding?
WHAT, WHO, WHERE, WHEN, HOW, WHY Use
reliable sources Verify them. Is it up to date? Don’t trust
hearsay or uneducated obsolete opinions or outdated
unscientific sources. Be skeptical don’t believe everything
you see and hear.
Mis-information Propaganda Half truths are
everywhere.
The only thing certain is change. There is a growing
information explosion. We are increasingly flooded with
information, much composed of half truths so that it is
becoming very difficult to discern the truth and it is easy to
miss what is important.
Best to Skip the Trivial as much as possible and decide in
advance what you want to find out. It may take less time to go
find specifically what you want to know rather than wait for it
to come to you.
Use good sources. Be skeptical, and ask enough of the
right questions to get a good understanding of the subject.
Use reliable sources. Verify information. Get all sides of the

story.
One of the biggest mistakes is not looking at history
and learning from the mistakes of the past.
Corporations put out misinformation and cover up
things, as do governments and special interest groups who
are promoting their own agenda. Actions speak louder
than words. Find out what they are really doing Follow
the money. especially for groups. Lots of media advertising
promote agendas of special interest groups and political action
committees who often have names that sound like a worthy
cause but are really a ruse to mislead the masses of sheeple
(people who follow the crowd like sheep without
questioning or thinking). For many it is easier to sit back
and let others think for them than take action.
Fake Synthetic Videos and Audios of people saying
things they never said can now be made so real their own
mother cannot tell them as fakes as it clones a person’s own
voice and facial expressions. A programmer can put a CEO’s
remarks into many languages and show him saying things
he never said by just typing in the words. This will be used
in TV commercials and movies but could be a threat as an
enemy could made a fake video for example, of the
president saying something that could cause a major
problem because the fakes are so realistic. This means that
you can no longer trust any video or audio on the TV or
Internet. All you can do is use good reliable sources. Most
people will not know about fake media. Many accept
everything they hear without question or thinking and

some use herd mentality, not thinking about whether an item
is true or not, possibly leading to mob actions and violence. If
a lie is told repeatedly and for a long enough time, it can
become accepted as truth. That is how Hitler accomplished
many terrible things. And of course, once power groups get
control of the media they influence the unthinking masses of
people to follow them. A well known and used trick is to
create a diversion to get the masses thinking about
something else. Keep the masses distracted and they can be
manipulated and ruled. Look at dictatorships that always
seem to have a war to distract the aggressive young men.
Being skeptical and Questioning is safer now in this “misinformation” age. Mis-information is ubiquitous around the
world and is being put out by corporations, governments,
oligarchs and tyrants. Example look at the lies put out by
Putin in 2022: “We are not going to attack Ukraine or
harm civilians.” These turned out to be big lies. In fact they
committed war crimes and genocide on a large scale even
torturing innocent civilians and raping innocent women and
children then killing them. They even targeted elementary
schools, hospitals, shopping centers and public places. The
Russian news media had to report only Putin’s line or face
severe penalties. They control information so can
manipulate the public. There were pro Putin demonstrations
in Russia. Many humans are uninformed and unquestioning or
have apathy towards the world outside of their immediate
lives.
Negative thoughts, emotions and especially anger often

cause people to do things they regret later. Anger affects
judgement so best while angry to defer action. Negative
thoughts can lead to depression and can make you destroy
yourself. A negative thought (ant) is just a little thing and
can be overcome. First resolve that you will not give them
power over you. No matter how bad it is you are still the
captain of your ship. You determine what thoughts you
think. It is all right to think a fact thought such as "I am
depressed, or "I have failed" Check it to see if it is really true
and if it is learn from it. Think "So I failed what can I learn
from this? I am not going to let failures defeat me. I am
alive and can learn from this and can try other things. I can be
there to help others who also have suffered failure or are
lonely or depressed. Depression is a bottomless pit to stay
out of. It is an enemy I will not give in to. I can look for
new things to try and do, new people, new ideas. I should get
out of this place and seek new vistas. Just one step at a time.
The journey starts with a single step. A new goal, something
I would like to do or have.
Then make a new plan to achieve your goals. The best
way to get something done, is to begin. If depressed your
mind will sometimes make it even worse and you must reach
out for a little free help from a crisis line. 586 307 9100
800 273 8255
Negative people are like poison best avoided. Seek
positive friends. Human History is a terrible thing. For
300,000 years humans have excelled in killing each other.
Just look at a World Almanac history.

Humans are both the smartest living thing on Earth and the
stupidest because no other animal spends as much time
killing its own kind. We don’t see that in any other life.
In the last few hundred years the use of science led to
great advancements which with cooperation and kindness,
made our lives much easier, better and gave us longer lives.
Believing false stories rather than bothering to seek
the truth. Humans like to make up stories which is easier
and more fun than asking questions to find the real facts
about things we don’t know. They believe hearsay and
uneducated opinions instead of seeking the truth
themselves. Then they pass the stories on to others who most
often don’t question them. This is probably how many cults
started such as the one today that has 2 Billion followers and
Has abused women and girls and killed an estimated 250
million innocent persons to establish their world dominance
and religion over the last 1400 years. See Appendix.
And this cult killed nearly 3000 on 9-11 in four attacks on
Sept 11, 2001. And this cult has killed over 174 Americans

since then. All this because it is easier to believe a false story
rather than bothering to seek the truth. See appendix and

references
Deadly Gangs, and Cults First avoid both especially if in
doubt. Check them out. Read up on them. Ask both members
and non members of the groups questions such are people
free to leave the group, or disagree with the leader. What
is the real purposes of the group? Are these written down?
What actions have the group taken in the last year? Cults,
gangs and religions have had a huge effect on people. It is
often stated that more people have been killed or hurt in the
name of some cults or religions than any other cause. But
that depends on whether the cult or religion teaches “Love
one Another” like Jesus taught,
Or whether it
commands in many verses and by the actions of its leader to
“Kill the non-believers”
Unlike religions which deal with the supernatural or follow
God cults follow a human like prophet Jim Jones who had
his followers drink poison Cool Aid and would not let them
leave killing 918 followers one third of which were
children. Members of cults are usually not free to leave the
cult or question the leader’s statements.
But In religions people just believe what they choose,
pray to God and are free to choose another religion and or
even disagree which is why there are so many
denominations..
Criminals, or psychopaths near you, self defense. First go
get a book on self defense because knowing it could save your
life. There are many things you can do. Avoid placing

yourself in danger. Walking alone in dangerous areas or at
night or in gang areas or in war zones. Avoid arguing with
people. Discuss heated matter over the fone from your home
or a safe place. Avoid road ragers, move over, go slower let
them go ahead then go a different direction than them.
Don’t even look at them. Let them go ahead of you and if you
must stop next to them do so but more behind them so that
you are more out of sight and hopefully out of their mind.
Call for help if there is a problem. Have someone take a
picture of their plate. Stay in your vehicle. Drive to a police
station or crowded area
When walking walk quickly so you do not look like you are
weak. Be aware of your surroundings including anyone near
you or following you. Carry wasp spray which can go ten
feet and blind an aggressor, Go into a public place or
building. Call for help. Some people carry a concealed
weapon just in case.
Home invasion. Prevention first. Lights on inside and out,
and surveillance cameras. Dead bolts on doors, windows
locked, alarms, a good dog, loud panic alarm. If invaders
break into your house, us veterans would send some lead in
their direction. If you surrender to a home invader you may
die in addition to being robbed. Escape out the backdoor, or
window, lock yourself into a room and call for help. Have a
weapon or at least wasp spray which can go ten feet and
blind an intruder. Stand beside the door so in case he fires in
you are not hit.
Active shooter or terrorist. For the untrained remember.

Run, Hide, Fight. If he is at a distance escape if possible, if
not hide in locked or barricaded area. Lights out, fones on
silent. Lives can sometimes be saved if immediate action
taken. Having Locked doors keeps them out. Lock the door,
if you can’t barricade it. Turning out lights makes then tend
to skip the room or at least not be able to see targets. having
everyone be quiet usually causes them to skip that room.
Most terrorists will not risk hurting themselves to break in
a door. If the door has a window cover it. Use tape or
magnets or wedge garbage bag or paper into door frame.
Tell those around you that if the terrorist comes in
they can either do nothing and die, or get his gun down
and get him down and all will live but it will take several
people. Look at this video “Just Another Day: How to
Survive an Active Shooter Event on Campus”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP7l1n_8Lh4
Surround the door with people hiding on both sides. If
Terrorist enters have others throw things at him to distract
him,
Even a one second distraction gets you time to act to
push gun down. This takes people out of target area.
Push behind his knee (which causes knee to fold) take
him down one person on each arm and leg, then pile
on top of him. Keep him down use all force necessary
to keep him down and get gun away. Put waste basket
on top of gun. To not take gunman down and gun out of
action is a death sentence.
If you spot a suspicious person with a lot of something
wrapped around them, or suspicious bulging clothing or

vest, get away and call police they may be an The cultic
suicide bomber who is about to cash in his Quran
promised ticket to paradise by killing non Ms.
Unknown Substances and Drugs not approved by your
doctor are best avoided. They can can get a hold on you
and not let go. They can be deadly. Some are addictive
which means your body and or mind demand them.
Thousands of people had no intention of getting hooked when
their doctor prescribed pain pills. But they did not quit and
wrecked their lives. It is telling yourself a false story instead
of honestly thinking. It’s following the easiest way rather than
the safe way. Believing false stories we tell ourselves can
make us our own worst enemy.
Texting while driving. Many people think they can double
task but there are now thousands of dead bodies many
innocent children that prove that texting while driving is
not safe. Just witnessed two recently both texting. One
went under a semi trailer mince-meating her head fone
still in her hand, the other hitting another driver
broadside killing him a family man with three children.
Telemarketing computer dialed calls. Many only let the
fone ring a few times. Don’t answer unless you recognize the
number. Make a contact in your fone for your pharmacy
and others who you may get important calls from. Then your
fone tells you who is calling. Always have voice mail
available for unknown callers because it could be an

emergency you need to know about. Example an emergency
worker calling about your family member in an accident.
Voicemail can be priceless, time saving and can even save
lives.
If your fone is getting a huge number of calls get a new
number and tell your friends your new number. Your old
number could be one digit off from a number which gets a lot
of calls and misdialers get you. You can also use the no call
list and block calls. Telemarketers are not going to stop soon.
We need to tell lawmakers to put an end to robo dialing
because Americans are now afraid to answer their fones
resulting in people missing important calls. Some people
harass telemarketers but this is a waste of your time and it can
backfire. Just don’t answer is quickest.
Phishing is getting e-mail that looks like it’s from your bank
but if you look closely it’s not. They want your personal
info. A lot of people are not careful and fall for this trick.
Fone viruses. Your fone is a computer. Feature phones with
no internet and small ram usually have no problem because
it’s difficult for them to get a virus. That usually includes flip
phones. But smartphones with internet capability can
easily pick up a virus. What to do. The old standard is if
you think you have a virus do a factory reset. The problem
with that is you lose all your contacts and other goodies you
have put on.. If you do a back up first, you may back up the
virus. Installing a good antivirus app is a good idea.

Computer viruses and other malicious software are called
malware. Avoid them by not clicking on unknown links or
downloading unknown programs and files. Install a good anti
malware program. Consult computer magazine sites or talk to
an expert. There is a free operating system that works with
most computers that you can use if you have to download
many unknown files or do a lot of surfing on questionable
sites because it locks out viruses. It can also be used to get
your computer going again if your windows operating system
crashes. First download Linux Mint free from
http://linuxmint.com to a USB stick. If ever your computer
has a non hardware crash plug this in. This gives a working
computer. You can visit any website without worry.
Finding a lost fone Be aware that there are apps that can
help you. You can make your fone ring or see its location to
locate it and you can also call your service provider for help.
Some can even wipe the data off of your fone so an ID thief
can’t get it.
Fone scams. Best method to avoid them is to don’t
answer unknown numbers but be sure you have voicemail
set up to get emergency or important messages you need to
act on. Never say yes to a stranger call because they can
record that and use that for permission to charge you for
things. Never press one or more buttons on your fone
during a call. That can actually enable them to use your fone
for calls. You will get the bill later. You may get a call that
your computer has a virus, or there is a warrant for an arrest,
or some other crisis. Seniors also get calls their grand children

are in trouble, or about charges on an account or want you to
go get a gift card and send them a picture of the number. All
of these can steal your money.
The Stealing of your income. This is a huge hidden
problem. The American dream was work and create a better
life for us and our kids. But over 100 corporations making
billions in profits, avoided paying income tax. This puts the
burden of taxes on the workers.
A loss of over $336 billion. Some thru creative accounting
and tax loopholes actually got millions in refunds even though
they paid no taxes because of the number of tax breaks
applicable to these companies allowed them to earn a negative
effective tax rate. Also the corporate tax rate was lowered
from 35% to 21%, corporations have found a way to pay even
less. The ITEP published an updated report on corporate taxes
finding 379 companies paid an average tax rate of 11% for the
tax year. Ninety-one of those companies, including many who
paid no federal income tax at all. Tax subsidies for 379
companies totaled $73.9 billion, with Bank of America
receiving the largest amount of subsidies at $5.5 billion.
(source investopedia.com) (the Government of China may be
a major stock holder in that bank. unable to verify as hidden)
But even worse it appears that the rich especially
corporations, are hoarding more than their share of the
profits and giving less of the profits to the workers and not
paying them living wages, or even enough to keep up with
the real cost of living and inflation. Most corporations only
care about profits and their officers getting even more

millions in yearly salary. The president and Congress in
general only care about their stocks and helping their rich
friends and special Interests or they would not have let this
go on for decades.
CEOs and officers of corporations are being paid often
in millions of dollars yearly and they still want more.
History shows us that corporate CEOs and officers wages
went up in the double digits while workers’ salaries only
when up a few percent. This has been happening for many
years. Most average workers’ pay has not kept up with cost
of living and inflation. When I was a clerk, the lowest
paying job at Chrysler in the 1960s, I was able to buy a
brand new vehicle and move into a home on a clerk’s pay
while my wife took care of the baby. Now days even with
both parents working many can’t afford a decent car and
the rent.
Something is wrong when corporations hog the profits
and do not give workers a fair share. In the last 40 years the
rich have got substantially a richer and the working people
have gotten much poorer. Warren Michigan in the 1950s
with general motors was the richest community in the
United States. Now ½ of the population is in poverty even
though and General Motors is still a big employer.
The middle class has become the forgotten class.
One quarter of the businesses in many towns have
closed as have many restaurants. Many people cannot even
afford to go out for meal a few times a week like they used to.
What to do about it. Get the Congress and President to end
corporate welfare, subsidies and tax breaks and insist they pay

living wages to workers. Otherwise we will become more like
a 3rd world country with just the very rich and the poor. Get
knowledge and skill that you will be paid for and find a
good employer who pays you fairly, or better yet work for
yourself. To do this remember that there are thousands of
free classes online. Take a look at the Occupation Outlook
Handbook and see what jobs are going to be in demand and
what pays well. And then get the knowledge to do that.
The metaverse. In 1900 over 90% of the people were
working to produce food. By 2050 90% of the people will
have had their jobs replaced by bots or robots. You see
these virtual reality headset goggles those people are using
them to be immersed in a fantasy virtual 3D world is called
the metaverse. Many more people are going to escape reality
into the metaverse in the future.
Machines will be telling you what to do. I spent 20 years
trying to find my great grandmother’s maiden name looking at
microfilm. This year I went on Ancestry and in 5 minutes
their artificial intelligence program found it. In the near
future info tech will be gathering information about you
and bio tech such as your smart health watch gather
biological info on you.
Someday you’re going to go on Google and ask it
questions you now ask your friends like who to marry and it
will give you better advice than your best friend because
it’s using factual information gathered from many people

rather than emotion that your best friend uses. Artificial
intelligence will be able to give us better advice because it
will have gathered much more reliable information about
us and others and our needs.
This may sound like nonsense but look for example what
Google can do now. Ask Google voice search questions and
in less than a second you should hear a nice voice that tells the
answer plus it lists several references. You should often get
good results in seconds. Encyclopedias are now rarely used.
We were somewhere on an interstate saw traffic stopped
ahead and exited. As it was getting late asked Google for
motels nearby. It gave us several with prices, milage and
directions to them. That saved us hours and we picked one
with a free breakfast. Google is great and getting greater.
Traffic apps like Waze are even better for dealing with traffic
problems. Bio watch monitors are coming out that will be
able to tell you when you need to sit down or to see a
doctor or to take medicine. These are going to save lives.
But since the wealthy are financing and running these AI
programs guess who they will favor. Clue it is not you.
The powerful will probably increasingly control the
government and information that is put out to the public.
They will increasingly control most information and note that
they who control information can manipulate the
population to benefit the rich and to keep them in power.
Common safety precautions awareness. Be safety
minded. Be watchful for potential problems. Wear bight
clothes at night. Be Prepared. Have smoke alarms, CO2

alarms, fire extinguishers in several rooms. Keep a couple
of big lids at the kitchen stove. Most home fires are kitchen
fires. Use a lid to smother it. Don’t put water on a grease
fire as it will explode. Have a fire escape plan. Keep
dangerous items and pills out of reach of children. Be
aware of Drug interactions.
Spy in your computer. Some innocent appearing apps
(weather etc.) may be spying on you by sending your info to
a spy who wants to steal your ID to clean out your bank
account. Governments are increasingly seeking more
information on citizens. Spyware is tricky and may be
undetectable. Use rule don’t put anything on a computer
you don’t want the world to see.
The big banks are making record profits in the billions and
have been given interest free loans of taxpayer money and
big tax breaks. (see above The Stealing of your income) Yet
they have no mercy and will throw a working mother and
her children out of her home with no compassion only Greed.
Pay off those credit cards and loans as soon as possible.
Take advantage of specials with lower interest rates. And it is
better to do without now rather than pay interest for
years.
Oil corporations made multi billions and record profits but
showed no compassion, refused to trim prices even a little to
help us during crises. All they care about is more money of
which they made billions during each crisis. Greed Greed

BEATINGS WILL CONTINUE UNTIL MORALE
IMPROVES by The Federal Reserve on working people
are continuing even though people complain about their
children going hungry and not being able to afford needed
medicine or not being able to afford the interest rising
rates (caused by the Federal Reserve and Congress)on
their mortgages and cars. Instead of helping working
people the Fed is helping the banks and rich who are
profiting on the increased interest rates without paying
more taxes because they just keep the profit and write off
the taxes. The real causes of our economic woes are corporate
and wealthy class Greed and a Congress owned by them.
Super germs and viruses. We need more research. Avoid
touching areas that may have germs. Wear a mask in infested
areas. Avoid people that are sick. For years farmers have
been feeding feed to livestock with antibiotics, great for
healthy livestock. The problem is bacteria are becoming
resistant to our antibiotics resulting in super germs that
antibiotics can not kill. See medical guidance on web sites
like webmd and healthline .
Air pollution people dying. Over three million people die a
year because of household air pollution. Almost five
million people die a year from outdoor air pollution.
(WHO) Fossil fuel air pollution is responsible for 1 in 5
deaths worldwide If we insisted in the government buying
millions of solar panels then have unemployed set them

(easy work) up on public land (creating jobs) we could put
the profits from that free power from the sun daily into a
public fund and give each citizen an equal share creating a
basic income for all and allowing the closing of the fossil
fuel power plants. Many people more died because they
smoked or someone near them to did or from years of
exposure to air pollution. Install an air purifier at home and
workplace. Support efforts to end air pollution. Get and wear
a antipollution mask if you have to go into a polluted area.
Stop smoking and encourage others to do so.
Weather extremes are growing worse. Install a sewer shut
off valve in the basement and also the following: alternative
power operated pump to keep basement dry in addition to
sump pump. Dehumidifier, water barriers to stop water from
entering, garden drainage storage areas that may be able to
mitigate some heavy rain overflow. Store valuables high in
waterproof containers. Photograph all valuable papers
and pictures and store on USB drives or Millennial DVDs
which are rated to last over 100 years. Note ordinary DVDs
only last 3-10 years and magnetic hard rives 10 years reliably.
Heat and cold extremes are also growing worse. You will
just have to dress warmly or put in air conditioning and
shading. Support prevention efforts even though it is too late
to stop it, we might at least help mitigate it. Greta Thunberg
was the teenage girl who spoke to the United nations about
it in 2019 and warned them that science is clear and that
we need to take action now. She was mostly ignored and

now we have an ecological crisis for real.
Drying of trees and shrubs due to drought with resulting
wildfires. Cut down those near your home as is better to
lose a tree and shrubs than your home. Get rid of burnables
around your buildings.
Fire threat to home. Have several working smoke
detectors, rid home of as many burnables as possible. Have
a fire escape plan everyone knows. Have multiple fire
extinguishers including one in every major room. Have a
couple of big lids in the kitchen to be used to put out a
grease fire. If you are living in a dry area first replace
wood shingles with fireproof shingles. Remove shrubs trees
and anything burnable near the buildings. Have a lawn and
roof sprinkler system with back up water cistern source. A
simple garden watering hose with many holes placed at the
highest point on all sides of the roof activated during a fire
threat can soak the roof Better yet at the roof peak ridge
line run an inexpensive metal pipe with holes drilled in it
along the entire length. Hook that up to a metal pipe to
supply water. It does not take a lot of water pressure to let
water trickle out to keep the roof wet during a fire.
Having a metal or tile or unburnable roof and siding is
a great preventor. Park gasoline powered vehicles away
from the buildings cover the tires with metallic reflecting
fabric. Or they can be kept cement or brick garages.
The fire department will be overwhelmed so be
prepared to defend your home. One person can put out

most fires in a couple of minutes at the beginning.
Have a shovel and rake handy in case needed. Have
hooked up a garden hose with good nozzle to put out a fire.
Have goggles and smoke mask. 99% of fires can be put
out quickly when they are beginning
Homes can be made fire resistant with fire safe areas
inside. For those who want to live in a forest. Build a fire
proof exterior with much of the home underground. A
cement block garage surrounded by patio blocks and
having a fireproof roof all surrounded by an exterior patio
block or cement courtyard cement or stone wall can fend
off a fire. It certainly does not cost much to eliminate
shrubs and burnable plants, or to install a roof exterior
sprinkler pipe.
If people took preventative measures they would not be
losing their homes and everything they own.
Attacks on walkers When taking walks best to carry
something like a wasp spray or pointed cane (can be folded
on belt) just in case. Costs little but they can save you or a
child under attack from a human or animal.
The potential threat of Negative Arguing and
Confrontation with unknown, unstable, hostile persons
especially if they are agitated. It is best to avoid. Speak
calming words. Avoid physical confrontations. Many
deaths are often the result of tone of voice bad attitude
and not listening. Disagreements are best delt with with
diplomacy, discussion, finding common goals, listening to

and trying to understand both sides, fact finding,
arbitration, mitigation, cooling off periods. Things are often
complicated and it is best to ask enough questions to reach
full understanding of all sides of the issues. Is the timing
right or would it be better to wait or is this a good opportunity
for chances of success?
If outnumbered and too much is in the way withdraw and
live to fight another day. But for most life situations, have
the courage to speak the truth and stand up for right. To
see the right thing to do and not to do it is cowardice. After
all America is the land of the free because of the Brave. Many
of us veterans have proven that.
Electronic money is here. How much do you really pay in
cash anymore. Most of us use our credit or debit card and
very little done with cash. In the future your money will
just be put on a chip-card. If they wanted to they could
turn it off. That is potential government control. Also our
cash used to be based on gold or silver now it is based on
nothing. Paper money is actually worth nothing. If the dollar
crashes which may be the way it is headed it will be worth
almost nothing. We would be totally dependent on the
government. Extremely dangerous because in countries
where this has happened people had to resort to stealing to get
food and other heeds. This often involves riots. Some folks
are moving out of cities away from the crowds where the
woods has animals to hunt and wood for heat and your water
is not controlled by anyone else.

Ignorance. Perhaps most commonly is with those who just
don’t think. They go thru life in fantasy land believing their
fantasy stories and always doing the easiest thing. Many
ignore on purpose bothering to get informed, even about
important things. By their inaction bad things happen.
Example Hitler taking over Germany, or recently ignoring
warnings on the impending climate disaster and allowing the
disaster to develop to now where we are having consequences
with loss of lives. What is really shameful is that people who
knew and had power to do something ignored it. Now we
are at a tipping point where methane gas is now being
released as permafrost thaws accelerating the impending
disasters of increasing heat waves, wildfires, ice breakoffs,
melting more permafrost, more frequent and more severe
storms with the warmer air holding and dumping much more
water causing foods. And this is happening around the
world with loss of lives. Yet we still have big oil companies
putting out propaganda minimizing it and saying it is a hoax.
But there are already terrible climate consequences
droughts, fires, more severe storms holding more water
causing floods with loss of lives.
Feuds and revenge continuous hostility, especially between
families, clans, groups, often lasting for many years. These
are stupid, unnecessary and have often cost many innocent
lives on both sides often over long since dead issues. Third
parties or the courts can be used to secure secure
settlements and apologies, indicate desire to end hostilities
for the benefit of both sides especially for the children on

both sides, state that the actions of the past are over with
regrets and that everyone must stop negative actions and
insure a positive bright future for all. And agree that law
enforcement and the courts are to handle any future problems.
And finally declare the feud has ended.
Solar radiation is increasing as the ozone burns off. All we
can do is use sun screen and have less exposure time.
Other Radiation Have your home checked for ground
radiation and other toxic substances. Radon is a radioactive
gas. It comes from the natural decay of uranium that is found
in nearly all soils. It typically moves up through the ground to
the air above and into your home through cracks and other
holes in the foundation. Your home traps radon inside, where
it can build up. (source EPA)
The 7 Worst Radiation Dangers in our homes are 1. WiFi
Radiation, 2. Baby-Monitor Radiation, 3. Bluetooth
Radiation, 4. Cellphone Radiation, 5. Smart Meter Radiation,
6. Dirty Electricity and 7. Cordless Phone Radiation. These
are the most common and most powerful sources of RF
Radiation in the average home. There are studies that show
some of these cause problems and others that claim they
don’t. It would be wise to investigate.
Nuclear attack and nuclear winter Dr Carl Sagan stated that
even a limited nuclear exchange could cause enough dust to
be put into the atmosphere to block out sun heat causing a
several year long nuclear winter which would destroy crops

for years. Tyrants like Putin should have not ever be
allowed to have the power to jerk the Nuclear hair trigger
which can cause our extinction. This is a terrible reality
now. Alleged classified reports said that visitors from the
future have warned us about nuclear weapons. But here is a
ray of hope. Secret leaks have indicated that UAPs spotted
near nuclear sites appear to have interrupted their
functionality. Could they be human time travelers from the
future who could stop a nuclear disaster? Don’t know just
reporting a ray of hope.
Getting rid of traffic and parking hassles. Big machines
can build underground weather-proof, tornado proof, flood
proof, snow and ice free subways to everywhere. They are
faster, safer and better, than airplanes. No more airport
hassles. They could use small group pods with no driver.
Just punch in the destination and relax. The temperature
underground is around 68 degrees year-round. No air
conditioning cooling or heating is necessary making great
saving in cost. Levitation raises it off of the rails for nearly
friction free more efficient high speed but safe travel.
Never more than an inch off of the ground. No weather
delays or crew shortages because all are automated.
Someday we could just sit back and relax and not even
worry about flat tires, traffic, parking hassles, or long
lines. They use no jet fuel and very little energy which can
be free from solar panels above ground. With multiple big
machines building these we could create safe, fast, hassle free,
transportation within just a short distance from where most

people want to go. And we can make them free to all
because there are no drivers needed and very low
maintenance costs. Faster better safer free no hassle
transportation. Why not? We have the resources lets do it.
They can be paid for by eliminating the billions in tax
subsidies to big banks and make corporations pay income
taxes which over 100 at present do not while making billions
in income for the wealthy. He money is there why not use it.
The wealthy bankers don’t need it we do. We need good
mass transit country wide and we can do it. The billions
are there lets use it for the good of all.
Elon Musk's Boring Company has already built several
tunnels which are successful and is working on a 34 mile
tunnel under Las Vegas. The benefits of tunnels: They can
eliminate traffic gridlock and rush hour traffic frustration
and wasted time. The new Las Vegas tunnel reduces the
drive time from 30 to 3 minutes and is much safer and is
cool inside better than the now often over 100 degrees
topside. Pod speeds in tunnels can easily go over 600 miles
per hour. with great safety and no long lines, crew shortages,
or weather delays. Using tunnels frees up surface area getting
rid of miles of unfriendly harsh cement allowing creation
of beautiful parks and landscaping with trees and other
beautiful plants that produce oxygen and eat up CO2.
Tunnels Enable Hyperloop networks of high-speed regional
transportation and access to individualized, point to point
high-speed transportation. Tunnels have nearly Unlimited
Capacity as there is no limit to how many layers of tunnels

can be built. The can be connected to any existing road or
entrance and exits can be made almost anywhere without
interference and tunnels can be easily extended. Material from
digging can often be recycled into building blocks. There is
also the possibility of ferryboat like pods that you park your
car on and the pod automatically goes to the destination you
have selected with your engine turned off and you relaxing
or even sleeping.
Getting rid of car expenses How would you like to get rid
of car expenses and car insurance expense? Collaborative
consumption is happening in many cities. Scooters, bikes
and cars placed in small parking spots around a city. If you
need to go somewhere pick your vehicle and rent it for 10
minutes to a few hours. Save big money. Autonomous cars
save lives because autonomous vehicles do not speed, get
drunk, get distracted or text. A huge bonus is there will be a
huge reduction in accidents and traffic deaths. Just tell the car
where you want to go. Sit back and relax. Tell it to take the
kids to school.
Charging of electric cars. Narrow minded thinking by
electric car makers have ignored workable technologies for
the working person. Electric cars should at least be able to
charge themselves in emergencies even if that means
including a small alcohol charging motor which could use
alcohol or methane gas which farmers can grow or can be
produced from waste. (we must cut down on fossil fuels to
alleviate the climate crisis which is now causing deaths) Car

makers are also ignoring inductive electric car charging. This
was out in Japan in 2011. One can park over a charging spot
in a parking space and have their car charged without wires?
No hookup wires ware ever needed just a simple coil disk
about two feet in diameter and an inch thick on both the
bottom of the car and one in the parking space. Like electric
toothbrush chargers. Store owners could increase customers
visits by offering free car charging.
New solar cell materials are much more efficient and could
be built into both the windows and car body. This would
allow continuous charging even while driving. Also the
motion of the car moving on the road can generate
electricity a great possibility which has been ignored. Also
regenerative charging during braking is workable now. Lastly
some military vehicles are already get power from
satellites who get free sun energy 27/7. Free power sounds
great. But no, the greedy rich want us to pay them to hook up
at charging stations where they will make big profits selling
us fossils fuel generated electricity, which also makes
populations dependent and controllable.
Assemble your own free fuel electric vehicle and save
big money or buy a PEBL.
Any do it yourselfer can assemble an electric vehicle which
uses free fuel and can get you to many local places, does not
require a license or insurance. Yes and the one I assembled
goes on its own power. And cost can be under $300. (or up
depending on choice of motor and batteries and fanciness) Or
buy a wonderful PEBL mini car. Search Wesley E Arnold

amazon.com books for “Assemble a low-cost Electric Vehicle
and Save Big Money” 99ȼ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uos7H4ZFA48 1st was
the ELF then the PEBL:.carries 3 people, plus 6 big grocery

bags, range 30-100 miles, top speed 10-30 Mph, no license or
insurance needed. enclosed in case of rain. heater for winter,
optional solar panel for free fuel. Helps our planet’s
ecological crisis as uses no fossil fuel. Works great as most of
the trips people make are only a short distance. We cut
our car insurance in half by parking one of our two cars. I
Still like my regular car for longer trips. Wouldn’t it be nice if
a company could make an affordable low priced, easily
fixable mini car. One of the best reliable features is there are
no expensive computers or other expensive parts (which
dealers rip you off on). See videos on YouTube about PEBL

Affordable housing appears to be a thing of the past. History
shows lots were resold to new families when the old ones
moved. But in the last few years many wealthy speculators
have gobbled up property and converted it to rental
property to charge high rent. It is now often difficult for
young couples to find starter homes. The greed machine is
running in high gear. What to do about it. Cities can
regulate housing, create zones, and encourage building of
affordable housing as part of builders getting permits.
Builders make much more money on high rent buildings.
Building costs are way up but the use of factory made
prefab units such as walls or even entire prefab homes can
greatly lower costs. Elon Musk bought Boxabl and now
lives in a prefab home. They make 8 foot foldable parts to

allow them to be more shippable. Their prefabs are: very well
made, weather resistant, with strong roofs and sides, resist
mold and fire. Have pre installed utilities and solar panels.
are energy independent. well furnished, meet most city
codes. Cost only $10,000 saving big money. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f74gl49jUQ
Getting rid of diseases GOOD NEWS IN HEALTH
Medicine is getting better at preventing illness. Human life
span will be increasing so we can be healthier for longer and
feel better. Nurses will become nurse practitioners because the
best doctor in the world Watson is a super computer doctor
who knows more than all human doctors, having read all of
the newest studies and learned the best practices and
outcomes, and will be in your nurses’ cell fone telling her
what to do. Why not make medical care available to all
humans instead of the current rip-off system where people
are dying. This needs to be fixed and it can if we can get a
new Congress working for us instead of big Pharma.
We are now in the transplant in human era in which and
artificial arms, legs, eyes, ears and organs are being used and
getting better and better. Hopefully the deaf will soon hear
and the blind see with new artificial ears and eyes.
Getting rid of work. Automation is increasingly freeing
humans from work. Machines now do the heavy lifting,
digging, moving etc. In the 1970 and 80s office automation
with computers freed humans from doing tedious spreadsheets
and calculating. Since then computers some with artificial

intelligence programming have proven that they can do most
repetitive tedious jobs faster and more reliably than humans.
Employers are happy about that because computers are time
and cost efficient working for pennies an hour without
salaries or vacation time or human hassles.
Machines and general purpose robots can take over
dangerous jobs like bomb removal and fire fighting and in
fact they can do many blue collar jobs. Buttons have replaced
elevator operators.
There will still be creative jobs for humans even though
bots and robots can do artistic jobs, lawyer work, doctor work
and many professions which have repetitive work like brick
laying, store cashiers, bank tellers. I don’t think my auto
mechanic has much to worry about but mechanics
increasingly use machines that will automate some of this
tedious work.
All of this could free humans up for more creative,
interesting and enjoyable things like world travel, and
dining out at scenic locations. And of course, as technology
improves if humans use it for the good of all, we can create
a better world and better life for all if we choose to do so.
Humans finally Free of work for a Wonderful Life.
More free energy comes from the sun daily in fact
many times more than we use. If income from public solar
panels is put into a basic income fund for everyone we
could all have basic income and fund driverless subways.
We can work on including enough basic income for, water,
groceries, and basic medical Why not? A resource

economy based on free sun energy can do this without the
excessive capitalist greed rip offs. Capitalism worked well
but the formation of corporations being unregulated in their
never ending craze for ever high profits sacrificed their
workers. The greed of the rich has mostly killed the middle
class. When half of the population is now in poverty
something is wrong. America is becoming like a 3rd world
country in several ways.
But we need to make a better future happen otherwise
the rich will just keep on work on getting more power and
money. One great equalizer is that the rich and powerful
people, no matter how rich can’t take it with them when
they die.
Everyone rich and poor alike can only leave a legacy
of good or bad things they did. Many people accomplish
little in their lives by living only for themselves. Others have
helped improve things. There are some things you can help
change, some you can’t but you can at least work on
changing things for the better. You don’t have to lie down
and be a mud mat that others walk on. Be brave and forces
will come to your aid. If most would improve their little area
the whole world would be better. Like the old saying “If
everyone swept in front of their own door the whole world
world be clean.”
YOU HAVE POWER.
Every human has the power of being and can have
influence on others. I am old and have observed nobodies

who stood up and became somebodies. Take a stand for
what you think is right and for what you think will be
solutions to problems. That starts with a single action,
thinking about things, seek information, look for solutions,
talk with others, making a plan and doing something. Better to
light a candle than curse the darkness.
Seek others who may want to help. There is more power
in numbers especially true of women. You are the mothers,
and wives and daughters who can and do have power and
influence especially on other women. Look at little Greta
Thunberg a teenage girl who started by informing herself,
then started speaking up, then spoke to the United nations and
has been nominated several times for The Nobel Peace
Prize. Her getting the information out there has spurred
action on the environment.
Be part of the solution rather than part of the problem.
Talk with others, make a plan and work your plan. Seek
others who may want to help. See Improving Things for All
on Facebook groups. Use Twitter hash tags to locate subjects
on Twitter.
All for one, one for all, united we survive divided we fall.
A WONDERFUL FUTURE AWAITS MANKIND IF WE
WORK ON IT AND MAKE IT HAPPEN.
Important.
Cause no harm BE KIND DO GOOD.
Punish those who cause harm.

One last important problem that is much worse than a
threat, something causing deaths and suffering. The pilot
who misunderstood the tower and landed on the wrong
runway killing over 500. The soldier, or doctor, or worker
who misunderstood and killed others as a result. The
Policeman who misunderstood and did not stop a child
kidnapper. “Misunderstandings between languages.”
(There are over 7000 languages on Earth) You may not see
it as a problem because in most people’s daily life they are
around others who speak their native language. But if you go
to most other countries (or even in some areas of the US)
you can encounter many people who do not understand
English. Over 80% of people on Earth do not understand
even conversational English and will not learn it in their
lifetime because of its difficulties (thousands of grammar
exceptions, ambiguity, spelling, worst of all languages) and its
over 8,000 idioms. (like cut to the chase, on the lamb) all of
which takes years to learn. Many other languages are even
worse in that one has to learn genders for each noun and many
irregular verb forms.(French has at least 85 forms)
The problem is that language misunderstandings can
happen anytime even here with visitors or if we travel.
But sometimes understanding is very important..
HUMANS NEED TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER
QUICKLY IN EMERGENCIES
AS IT COULD MEAN LIFE OR DEATH.
THERE IS AN EASY SOLUTION INTERNATIONAL

VOCABULARY the EASIEST LANGUAGE.
Which can be learned in 10 minutes a day and you already
know 2,000 of the words. Scientific studies show it can be
learned in 1/10 the time and most are self taught with no
cost. Also known as Esperanto. no it it not Spanish which
takes years to master with its genders and dialects.
See APPENDIX or http://easiestlanguage.info

APPENDIX
The HUGE WORLD LANGUAGE
MISUNDERSTANDING PROBLEM
Over 80% of humans do NOT understand English well
enough to have a good conversation and will not learn to
in their lifetime. Sure many people in colleges, business and
government understand well. But although English speakers
like to claim it is the world language, it is not. Most
widespread yes. Chinese, Spanish. Hindustani are bigger.
What to learn? Knowing French or Spanish will not help you
in most countries and we know many people who spent years
learning those and yet were not understood and also did not
understand the dialects.
Humans need to understand each other they need a common
language and one that is easy for everyone to learn so I did a
Doctorial research on what really is the easiest language to
learn. This took several years of empirical research. And the
answer was not basic English as I predicted because English

has over 1400 grammar rules plus thousands of exceptions,
many irregular verbs, over 8,000 idioms, is ambiguous and
has perhaps the worst spelling of all. I carefully examined
over 200 languages for how many memorizations were
required to learn each one. There are big differences because
of irregular verbs and verb forms. French and Latin in general
have around 85 verb forms which have to be memorized. Plus
many languages require you learn the gender of each noun.
Many have weird grammar rules and selling oddities. All of
this is a huge burden to language learners. Ask any language
student..
My empirical study is published in a book “Modern
Languages Compared Research on Language Learning
Difficulty. ”That research was also verified by other studies
by other researchers.
One language stood out as absolutely the easiest language to
learn with the fewest memorizations.
The stats on that language showed why it easiest language to
learn. All verb forms are absolutely regular. A student can
learn the present, past and future of every verb in the
language in 3 minutes. There are no genders to learn, no
irregular: verbs, adjectives, plurals, spellings,
pronunciations, adjectives and in fact no irregular
anything. No idioms to learn. It uses for the most part
international words from several languages. If you know
English you already know over 2,000 words in this
language a great timesaver. It was scientifically planed and

tested to be clear and understandable. It even uses a few
prefixes and suffices to cut the need to memorize different
words. Example the prefix mal as in malpractice is placed in
front of any word to form the opposite meaning. Help means
help and malhelp means hinder. Rehelp means to rehelp but
re can be used with any word that manes sense. “In” after any
word makes it feminine dentist = dentist dentistino a female
dentist. So these little helping prefixes and suffixes eliminate
the need to memorize thousands of words. Because of the
clarity of meanings the number of words that need to
memorized is significantly less than with any other language.
The American Heritage corpus (body of words in that big
dictionary) requires English speakers to learn at least 6,000
words for common conversations. With Easy International
Vocabulary this is effectively cut down to under a
thousand with no loss of meaning. All of above is based on
empirical research and verified by several studies.(see
sources)
Easy International Vocabulary can be learned in a few
minutes a day.
Why learn this easy language? 1. It gives you a language
spoken in over 100 countries. 2. You can learn this in a
few months and take a test and get college credits saving you
from spending years of studying French or Spanish in
expensive classes and then just use in very few places because
of the dialects. 3 there is a travel network where you can be

welcomed in many countries and save money. 4 It helps
students learn other languages faster and even helps them
learn English better. 5. It helps your brain. 6 You can learn it
for free and in less time than any other language and do
more with it. 7 Its fun on the free sites below.
8. You can get up to 16 college language credits in 1/10 the
total time (month instead of years) for the cost of just
taking a test.
There are several free learning websites that make learning
easy and fun. I have included a few easy basic short lessons
which follow just to give you a look. But the learning
websites are superior for learning and much more fun. Some
are lernu.net, duolingo, esperanto.net, edukado.net/,
esperanto-usa.org/en
The nickname for this language is Esperanto but it is not
Spanish. Esperanto means hope and uses an international
vocabulary recommended by the UN and used by at least 2
million people in over 100 countries. They even have
conventions every year in different countries where people
attending from 100 countries do not need any translators. I a
great time of my life at a 3 week course at a San Francisco
State University summer class. We had people from many
countries and left understanding each other no translators
needed. Which is why many businesses can save big money
on understanding in a short time. Esperanto is per scientific
research the most time and cost efficient path to
understanding between languages all over the world.

Businesses using this as an auxiliary language between
languages saves big money by eliminating multiple
translations to documents or paying expensive translators plus
it is direct and quicker and works with over 700 languages.
This vocabulary makes possible for humans to be able to
understand each other without years of study. You can
understand people from over 100 countries who speak many
different languages you do not know with this common
language. It is the easiest language in the world. Many others
around the world are also studying it.
By sharing our common peaceful desires we can help
create peace around the world because misunderstanding
causes disagreements and suffering. Business can be
conducted directly and privately without expensive
translators. SAMPLE. La inteligenta persono lernas.
Internacia lingvo estas la moderna, kultura lingvo por la
tuta mondo. Simpla, fleksebla, ghi estas la praktika solvo
de la problemo de internacia interkompreno & meritas
vian konsideron. (The intelligent person learns. International
language is the modern, cultural language for the whole
world. Simple, flexible, it is the practical solution of the
problem of inter-national mutual understanding & merits your
consideration.) Start with the following minute lessons in
your free moments you have daily. Copy pages to make
foldable pocket notes.
SELF TUTOR Welcome! This vocabulary is easy to learn.

Lesson 1 only 3 minutes
All verbs end in "as" in the PRESENT TENSE. Ken helpas
Lisa. Ken helps Lisa Mi havas I have Vi telefonas. You
telephone. Shi korespondas. She corresponds.
To form the PAST TENSE just add "is". Works for all verbs.
Ken helpis Ken helped. Mi havis. I had Vi telefonis. You
telephoned. Shi korespondis. She corresponded.
To form the FUTURE TENSE add, "os". Works for all verbs
Ken helpos Ken will help. Mi havos I will have
Vi telefonos You will telephone.
You have just learned the most important verb forms of every
verb in a language. No exceptions. In every other language
this takes years. End of lesson 1
Lesson 2 only3 minutes
The (la) has only one form no changes no exceptions.
ALL NOUNS END IN O. Example HELPO help Only
one ending. Works for every noun in the language.
La telefono The telephone
Genders to memorize. None.ever
The prefix mal when placed in front of any word
changes it to the opposite meaning. Just learning this 1
prefix saves you from having to learn hundreds of words.
help = help malhelp = hinder long mallong short

am means loving and can be added to almost any word
(katama cat loving) helpama help loving
End of lesson 2
The above will save the student thousands of hours of study.
Lesson 3
only 3 minutes
Re in front of most any word means re rehelp means rehelp
sen (without). senamo without love senhelpo without help
in places after a word makes it feminine katino a female cat
dentistino a female dentist
Lesson 4 plus vocabulary
All adjectives end in a no exceptions
LONGA long tablo table
MALLONGA short
BONA good tomato tomato
MALbona bad
GRANDA big piano piano
MALGRANDA small
NOVA new papero paper
MALNOVA not new
JUNA young planto plant
MALJUNA old
ALTA high birdo bird
MALALTA low
MULTA many multi colora colored MALMULTA few
SIMILA similar auto automobile
MALSIMILA
unsimilar
Lesson 5
ist means professional person as dentist dentisto

et means smaller like English majorette little glass glaseto
rivereto small river
eg means big or bigger big glass glasego big river
riverego
Thousands of meanings can be created without prior
memorization saving thousands of hours of study time,
And cost, as time is money.
Visit lernu.net or esperanto.net because web based based
free tutors are fun and enjoyable and because they have
pictures and because you hear the language spoken you can
learn faster and better. And perhaps meet some of the
hundreds of others learning this common auxiliary language
around the world. By the way it is not meant to replace
English or any native language it is to be used between
speakers of different languages for understanding.
For free books and dictionaries download
http://easiestlanguage.info
Another super site is https://edukado.net/
They have wonderful nice folks willing to help you.
Also https://ttt.esperanto-usa.org/en
Is the US support organization. They have many resources.

Want to look up a word? There are quick translators.
Go to Google and put in esperanto translator
This is much faster than looking in a book.

Wonderful!
The vocabulary was scientifically developed and concise with
no ambiguities or idioms. Research shows that the first 200
words replace over 4000 verbs that the vocabulary and
grammar do the work of over 20,000 English words with
greater efficiency. (see research)
Rights
We need to be alert for threats to our rights and defend
our freedoms because some are working for the powerful at
our loss. Example rich banks getting interest free loans while
we pay higher rates. The Patriot Act & Military Commissions
Act also took away some of our rights unconstitutionally.
Losing our Freedom of Speech.
In fact, in parts of Europe they got so called anti hate speech
laws passed. But those are only a ruse to stop people from
telling the truth about the abusive practices and laws of
The cult which are violations of human rights. Even a
member of parliament was fined for speaking proven true
facts. So, beware and not allow any infringement on your
freedom of speech and to be able to always speak the truth
which is a human right.
The basic law of our land is the US Constitution which
purpose is to establish justice, insure domestic tranquility,
provide for the common defense, promote the general
welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and
our posterity. The Bill of Rights is first 10 amendments.
Our Bill of Rights was created to give us specific

freedoms. Bill of Rights
First Amendment guarantees the freedom of religion, of
speech, of the press, of assembly, and of petition to the
government for redress of grievances.
Second Amendment gives us the right to bear arms
openly; Third Amendment freedom from quartering
soldiers in a house without owner's consent;
Fourth Amendment protects people against
unreasonable search and seizure. No searches without a
warrant or probable cause. This is also about privacy that
people are supposed to be entitled to have their homes and
personal effects private and free from searches.
Fifth Amendment no person shall be held for "a capital or
otherwise infamous crime" without indictment, be twice put
in jeopardy of life or limb for the same offense, be compelled
to testify against himself, or "be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law." It also prohibits
government from taking private property without "just
compensation,”
Sixth Amendment guarantees the right of speedy and
public trial by an impartial jury in all criminal proceedings
and the right to have legal counsel for the accused and
guarantees that the accused may require witnesses to attend
the trial and testify in the presence of the accused. It also
guarantees the accused a right to know the charges against
him.
The seventh Amendment guarantees right of trial by jury
in almost all civil cases.
The 8thAmendment: Excessive bail, fines "cruel and

unusual" punishment is prohibited.
Human Rights are very important and because they are
being ignored people are suffering and dying around the
world. That is unnecessary, inhumane, and absolutely
unacceptable at this time in history. Most countries have
agreed to The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights
It states “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights” and should act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood” Here are some of the rights in the UDHR which
has been accepted by most nations: Everyone has the right to
life, liberty and security of person, not to be held in slavery
or servitude, or be subjected to torture, No arbitrary arrest,
be presumed innocent until proved guilty in a public fair
trial, privacy, freedom of movement. to leave any country,
and to return, to seek and to enjoy asylum, to change
nationality,
Men and women are equal
right to marry and divorce, and during marriage by free and
full consent of spouses, to own property. Not be deprived of
his property. Right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion; freedom to change religion, right to freedom of
opinion and expression; receive and impart information
and ideas through any media, of peaceful assembly and
association. Freely chose representatives to government,
right to work, choice of employment, favorable conditions
of work protection against unemployment, equal pay for
equal work. Everyone who works has the right to just and
favorable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family
an existence worthy of human dignity, reasonable limitation
of working hours and periodic holidays with pay and to a

standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing
and medical care and necessary social services, and the right
to security in the event of unemployment, sickness,
disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in
circumstances beyond his control. Everyone has the right to
education. Education shall be free, the elementary and
fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be
compulsory.
Technical education shall be made generally available.
Education shall be directed to the full development of the
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all
nations, groups. All have right to share in scientific
advancement and its benefits.
Law Enforcement
Humans make laws to regulate behavior. Laws are agreed
upon standards of conduct, limits and accepted ways of doing
things. Laws are needed because humans live in a social
setting with others. Humans have physical and mental
freedom. Each brain develops independently and thinks
differently. People therefore behave differently. For 300,000
years our species Homo Sapiens have been killing each other
most often needlessly in disputes over land, resources, sex
and religion. If intelligent beings from another solar system
visited and observed our history they would logically
conclude that Homo Sapiens is a violent cancerous species

who even in modern times has refused to stop killing his
own kind even children. The cultists even put bombs on
children. (see references) Most of this has happened because
of failure to make and enforce laws against causing harm.
Those who cause harm should be punished severely. Studies
show that certainty and severity of punishment is the best way
to deter harm. Permissive societies still need to practice this.
Robots are already being used to handle bombs and
robot cops can be built to deal with criminals and crazy
people with weapons. This can save both police and civilian
lives. They could be armed with non-lethal weapons such as
sedation darts and stun guns, stun gas or foam or some new
non lethal weapons. We are now seeing fewer persons willing
to put themselves in danger daily against the worst beasts of
humankind. There has been a huge rise in killings of
peacekeepers. Now that we have the technology to create
robot police it makes sense to put them to use in risky
situations. Let’s put them to work to put an end to violence.
Super robots could be built for super emergencies like
Gort in “The day the Earth stood still” might be
considered if needed.

Factual References and Sources
Identity Theft see https://www.usa.gov/identity-theft for
more information on things you can do
Also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identity_theft

What To Know About Identity Theft
https://consumer.ftc.gov/articles/what-know-about-identitytheft
Active shooter good videos Just Another Day: How to
Survive an Active Shooter Event on Campus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP7l1n_8Lh4
Georgia Southern University Run, Hide, Fight Active Shooter
Training https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSRP9ZsGqiA
abbreviations are used: Md=cult leader Md, M=Md cult,
Quran=Q, The Life of Md IbnIshaq 815 pages= IbIs
translated by A Guillaume Oxford University Press 2009
the best biography. another biography =SM, Bukeri
records of Md’s actions=B, The cultic Standard Law=ISL
The Classic Manuel of The cultic Law, Amana Pubs
Beltsville Maryland 2008 by Nuh Ha Min Keller. Islam=Isl
Md’s life is considered the perfect example for Ms to follow
Q33:21 Q4:80 59:7 B89:251 His actions are well documented.
For this see the extensive Bukhari biography 5:268 and Sahih
M 3901, And Look at actual verses in the Quran 33:50,
Also see a great quick factual site with summaries of facts
is http://thereligionofpeace.com
So, these are verifiable facts.
Gangs, Cults vs Religions
Unlike religions which deal with the supernatural or follow
God, cult members follow a human often called a prophet.
Members of cults are usually not free to leave the cult or

question the leader’s statements. In religions people freely
just believe what they choose, pray to God and are free to
choose another religion and even disagree which is why
there are so many denominations.
Cults follow a human leader example Jim Jones, who
made 913 of his followers including 304 children drink
poison Kool Aid and did not allow anyone to leave. Cult
leaders often have special privileges such as sex with younger
members and may punish those who criticize them. Many are
of course corrupt with power.
The 2 billion strong cult is mentioned here because
some of its members are a serious threat to your family.
Many Americans and many innocent children have been
killed by them worldwide. This is verifiable by checking
world news accounts. To save you time there is a web site
that keeps up a monthly total of these actual facts.
Visit “thereligionofpeace.com”
This cult hides its true plan like a stealth enemy or cancer
continually growing bringing in thousands more of them
and having babies by multiple wives who can go on
welfare so we end up supporting them. They are ordered
to stay low key and not cause trouble. Meanwhile they
infiltrate government and businesses. As they get stronger
they threaten officials to get their way and eventually take
over. Then their peaceful character reverts only to their
members and all non believers get taxed or killed and all
other religions are stomped out. To verify this just look

at any country they have taken over such as Iran, Syria,
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Islamic countries in Africa.
Even the mistreating women and girls and killing non
believers as commanded in this warrior’s book the Quran
which commands them in many verses to kill non believers
and it has no ethical guidelines and the golden rule is not
found anywhere in it because that would get in the way of
killing non believers and demanding women must submit to
men and be covered from head to toe or risk being “honor
killed.” Which is happening here and around the world
even now. So even on hot days you see its women covered
head to toe. They risk punishment if they don’t because wife
beating is also legal in this cult.
And the Quran also tells how to divorce prepubescent
girls and little girls waiting to see if they are pregnant.
Consider the thousands of little girls age 9 forced to be a
much older Isl man’s child bride, pulled out of school to
become a slave and sex toy. See Girls not Brides, or UNICEF
slavery, There are thousands of Child Brides some here
often enslaved secretly. Many cities have Trafficking Task

forces. Warren and Detroit Michigan do.
Would the great creator of the universe really be interested

in giving one man special privileges or permission to have sex
with a child? And also there are several places where God
contradicts himself in the Quran. A main theme in the
Quran is “Slay non believers.”(9-5) It seems that God being
all powerful would certainly be able to get rid of those of his
children he doesn’t like on his own without ordering a cult to
slay them. And the Quran appears to many to have ramblings
and is without organization and is often vague or dualistic.
dualistic. (Instead of treating all humans as brothers and
sisters, different groups have different rights and are treated
dualistically Example men have full rights and can marry
many wives and have sex with slaves and can divorce just by
saying “I divorce you.” But women have almost no rights and
cannot do those things. They have no right to divorce and no
rights to their children once their husband divorces them.)
This cult leader also approved that all women must
submit to men, and claimed that God said all followers
must go to war to spread the cult and kill and steal from

and enslave non believers and submit to him as Gods
spokesman. 1400 years after the founders death they still use
his life as the example of how to live and follow his actions
even today
Many question that if this was the work of God would
his book be disorganized and vague with contradictions?
And God appears to have changed his mind from some
parts of the Quran compared to other parts. Would God
be changing his mind in his book? This spokesman of God
also insisted that the Quran be only read in Arabic. Why
would God want to exclude 97% of humans who don’t
understand Arabic? Several things just aren’t quite right.
On the other hand try looking at this in historical perspective
of a man who found a way to get and keep himself in power,
and did and became the rich and undisputed king of Arabia.
This shows another perhaps more understandable perspective.
So 2 billion people just accept this warriors false story
that this is what God wants without questioning, This cult
killed thousands of poor farmers and non believers in the last
1400 years from Europe and Africa.
But the problem is that they are still killing non
believers and mistreating girls and women around the world
especially in Africa today and even here, like the three
children they blew up in Boston.

Their cult leader was a warrior who ordered the killing of

hundreds, and used great motivating tools for getting his
men to follow him. He gathered a group of warriors.
threatened that anyone who disagreed or left group would
be killed, (and did, now there is motivation)
Then told them God commanded them to follow him
and wage holy war to grow the cult which he falsely labeled
as a religion but since he was God’s spokesman they had to
follow him. Anyone who questioned this was killed.
He said they must submit and recite his verses 5 times a day.
He rewarded these warriors with booty, sex with young
slaves, and dictated that all women and girls must submit to
men.
He claimed he talked with God often, and that God said that
he was allowed more wives than anyone else
and that God approved of him having repeated sex with a 9year-old child
and that God approved of him having sex with his daughter
in law.
He demanded 1/5 of the loot from plundering and profit
from selling families into slavery,
He demanded girls for his slave haram.
They killed peaceful farmers to steal their property and
sold their families into slavery for great profit for 1400 years
and are continuing this jihad in Africa now.
The cult has a fixed ideology that prevents change. Anyone
who dared to change it is killed by the devout radicals.. But I
say "Don't judge all Ms by the ideology as everyone has
individual beliefs and many are uninformed, and many
don’t believe in violence.” Many are unquestioning,

following family culture or are afraid.” Most are ignorant
of history and the true history of their cult leader they call
reverently the prophet.”
Many members do support violence to spread the cult
because it is commanded. Per Pew research study.
This 2 billion strong cult is spreading around the world
with a goal of world domination by submission. After
killing nearly 3000 on 9-11 and an additional 174
Americans here, they are in stealth mode while they are
importing members and recruiting with the goal of creating an
The cultic State in the USA and they are busy getting elected
to political office and getting into positions of power here.
Studies show they are responsible for millions of deaths of
innocent people such as farmers, shoppers, Christians, even
children world wide.
They are a growing problem around the world because
their law takes away human rights to women and non Ms.
Want proof look at the Middle East which was peaceful
Christians and pacifist Buddhists. But those peaceful folks
were not allowed to pack up and leave. They were
slaughtered. 60 million Christians, 10 million Buddhists
from Afghanistan. And their children were sold into slavery in
the last 1400 years by jihad. The Quran orders in many verses
“Slay nonbelievers.” The cult is kept strong because anyone
who disagrees, tries to change it, or leaves is killed even
today in Islc countries. Women must submit to men, must be
covered from head to toe and can be “honor” killed if they
disobey. Women are not free to dress as they wish. Young
girls can be sold off into marriage even over objections of

their mother. There is no punishment in cult law for killing
or raping Non Ms. They form no go zones where the police
are afraid to go. They could be a serious threat to your
family here and overseas. Many Americans have already
been killed by them. You have not heard about this because
this news is often censored by our partly Saudi owned
media.
The crusades were an effort to retake areas and cities from
the M invaders. We are still at war with The cultists who have
not gone away and are still setting off bombs in public places
around the world like they did at our Boston Marathon
killing 3 innocent children and injuring 200 people. I have
to tell the truth even though it is not a pleasant fact because
this could affect you. In the USA the cult leaders actually
discourage them from reading the Quran. Followers are told
they are to read it in Arabic. They are allowed to be lax so
they can grow their numbers by showing the rest of the
Americans that they are more like Americans.
Killer jihadis have not gone away they are still setting off
bombs in public places around the world like they did at
our Boston Marathon killing 3 innocent children and injuring
200. Around the world they even set off bombs in Christian
churches. They are told they will immediately go to
paradise if they die in setting off a bomb.
Here is a comparison between actions of their cult leader
and followers and Jesus.

Jesus taught nonviolence love and kindness & Golden
Rule. Jesus taught love thy neighbor Mat 20 34-40 had no
slaves, did not abuse women or children. Did not rob, rape,
steal or participate in wars. No suicide bombings ever for
Jesus.
But The Quran commands in many verses: “slay
nonbelievers” Md ordered jihad 65 military raids, plundered
villages, killing hundreds of people, selling women and
children into slavery, abused & raped, used and sold slaves.
Md followers killed thousands in many suicide bombings
in public places.
Social workers report a high level of abuse of women
and girls in Islc areas. Women must submit to men and are
not free to dress as they want under threat of being be honor
killed. You see them covered from head to toe even on record
hot days Some countries have enforcers to fine, harass, beat
or kill women even for not wearing the head covering or veil
the way the local leader wants it worn. There have been big
protests in Iran over beatings and killings of women. There
are so called “honor” killings of women who fail to do this in
the USA. Commands to kill are also valid today as they
consider the Quran is the eternal word of God per God’s
spokes person who in the year 627 sat with his child bride
and ordered beheadings of 600-700 captives men and boys
who had done nothing against him and then he stole all of
their property and sold their families at a profit into slavery.
(Several sources including the best most complete biography
on him page 464 A Guillaume The Life of Md Oxford

University Press) Sources are verifiable.
My local Catholic church just told me about an
Immigrant family they were helping. They thought that
the young girls were a Isl man’s children but were shocked
to discover the young girls were his wives. He told them
you can’t stop me because it is my religion and we have
freedom of religion here.
Our church does not support child rape.
Much is hidden.
Hundreds were murdered last year around the world
and this continues into today with endless bombings &
killings worldwide. This is verifiable. See the monthly
report at thereligionofpeace.com and
https://robertspencer.org/
Which are fact-based
websites.
As the Isl population in the USA increases so will the attacks
because many of the younger ones are more radical. (per Pew
research study) Of course not all of theisbut it only takes one
out of a thousand to place a bomb. And they are promised in
the Quran verse 9-111 and many others that they will go to
paradise if they die in jihad. Look at their actions around the
world as actions speak louder than words. Look at their
actions in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Iran or Islc countries
in Africa and you will see the true nature of The cult I refer
you to 9-11 and the Boston Marathon children killings or Ft
hood where an Educated American Isl killed 13 non believers
while yelling Allah akbar.
Those of us in the US military stationed in their
countries saw first hand the abuse of women and their

disregard for life. They would put bombs on children
and send them to us telling them we would give them
chocolate. Americans died trying to get the bombs off of
the children to save their lives. So they are a threat
because they are continuing to kill innocent people
(hundreds every year) around the world and a few here.
As a veteran myself, I must speak up for those abused, as
to not do so would be cowardly.
To see wrong and do nothing about it is cowardice. We
live in the land of the free because of the brave.
Both Md’s example and the Quran orders followers to
kill people they disagree with called nonbelievers or
misbelievers in many verses. Verify it for your yourself
here are a few: Q2:189-191, 9:5, 9:11-14, 9:57, 47:4,
9:29, 3:84, 66:7, 8:66, 2:216, 4:89, 8:40 8:60, fight 8:65
2:193, 2:222 2-185, 2-190 4:90 4:89 ambush and kill
them 5-37-41
According to paragraph 690 page 464 IbIs of A
Guillaume translation Oxford University Press 2009, in
the year 627 Md ordered all of the men and boys over 12
beheaded in a peaceful tribe based on their leader having
switched loyalties in a conflict in which none of them
even participated. He ordered his men to steal all of their
property and sell the families into slavery for great profit.
This included the Jewish girl, Rayhana, who became one
of Md's personal sex slaves the very night that her fiancé
was beheaded. Ibn Kathr v3.170 IbIs 464, Abu Dawud 4390
Md personally reserved a fifth of the loot for himself

Q8:1 8:31 8:41. He spread terror throughout the lands look at
history.
He waged a campaign of terror to which he openly
attributed his success B52:220. His gang of robbers pillaged
against hapless communities that were savaged, looted,
murdered and raped. He demanded strict obedience from
his followers, telling them that they obey God by obeying
him Q4:80, 59:7; S B 89:251). 4,000 peasants in the modernday Palestinian region would be slaughtered for defending
their homes (A History of Palestine 634-1099, Moshe Gil).
An elderly woman named Umm Qirfa ran afoul of
Md merely by fighting back when her tribe was targeted
by Isl raiders. Md's adopted son tied the woman's legs
separately to two camels, then set the camels off in
opposite directions, tearing the woman's body painfully in
two. He also killed her two sons presumably in gruesome
fashion and made her daughter into a sex slave. IbIs 665
Note this is the opposite of the Golden Rule in action.
And the same holds true for the four 9-11 attacks of which
were the the second attacks on the World Trade Center.
Causing in time over 3000 deaths and cancers. The first was

on 2/26/1993 when 1000 were injured. The Quran in verse 9-

111 and in several other verses promises that those who die in
jihad will go to paradise.
Mistreatment of girls Md had repeated sex with 9
year old little girl B4:232 SM 8:3309 B 58:234 child silence
is considered consent ISL3.3 4.4 Because of his example it is
legal for all Isl men to have sex with 9 year old girls. ISL 4.4
Wife beating allowed Q4:34-38 ISL10.12 Men take
precedence over women ISL 11.3 Q2:228 4:38 Women are
considered property Q2;222 3:12 Slavery is condoned and
practiced SM 3901 ISL k32 rape of female slaves SM
62:137 Talk to women from Iran or Pakistan and you will hear
that women are greatly abused in The cult. But note the huge
double standard women have almost no rights but men may
have many wives and sex with slaves and temporary wives.
B5:268, Q33:50 4:4, 4:24 Isl men may have sex with their
married slaves, may exchange wives, May have sex with step
daughters Q4:23, 33-50 Take to your bed any wives and any
slave girls you please Sex with pre pubescent little girls is

permitted 65:4. ACCORDING TO THE CLASSIC
MANUAL OF THE CULTIC LAW
ISL m4.4 OK for Imen to marry a child. MIL m5 female
must let man have sex immediately on demand. MIL m5.0
p525 sl men can have sex with wife's daughter only after
he has had sex with her mother. ISLm12 Ms may have
wives, and those your right hand possess (slaves) and
prisoners of war, and daughters of paternal uncles and
aunts. Isl men may have sex with slave girls and sex with
maidens Q4-28. ISLk32 Slavery is actively practiced. Md
had slaves and did not free them. He also had sex with them
and encouraged his men to keep slaves and rape enslaved
women. Abu Dawood 2150, Q4:24. He set God's example of
The cult's policy on slavery. Isl countries today have
thousands of slaves especially child brides (little girls some
only 8 years old) who are virtual slaves. Q33-50, Q23-5-6,
Q70-29, Q4-24, Q24-32. IsIb62:137 Can divorce
prepubescent little girls. N9.9 p569 A woman has no right to
custody of her child from previous marriage. M13.4 p552 Do
a Google search on ”child Brides” read UNICEF, PBS, and
New York Times reports.
ISL 9.0 Jihad is war against non Ms to expand the
cult. See jihadwatch.org
ISL 9.1 This is a communal obligation. Required to wage
war against non Ms.
There is no punishment for killing a non M OL1.2, o4.17
p593 or an apostate (anyone leaving the cult) o5.4 p593 “he
deserves to be killed” o8.1 p595 He is to be immediately
killed o8.2 p596 Kill anyone who denies any verse in the

Quran or of the existence of Allah o8.7 Those who doubt the
Quran or Md or attempt to leave The cult to be killed ISL 8.7
2:87, 3:84, 3:157 4:90 4:91
-6- to be sarcastic about Allah's name, his command, his
interdiction... or his threat , -7- to deny any verse of the
Quran, -17- to believe that things in themselves or by
their own nature have any causal influence ISLr8.2
According to UNICEF ABUJA, Nigeria 2019 “UNICEF
condemns the use of children as human bombs. “According
to several reports children were used to detonate explosives
that killed 30 people and injured 40 others at a community
football viewing center in Konduga. In 2018, 48 children
were used in suicide attacks. Since 2012, non-state armed
groups in north-east Nigeria have recruited and used children
as combatants and non-combatants, raped and forced girls to
marry, and committed other grave violations against children.
Some of the girls become pregnant in captivity and give birth
without any medical care or attention. In the ongoing armed
conflict in north-east Nigeria, more than 3,500 children were
recruited and used by non-state usually The cultic armed
groups between 2013 and 2017.
The use of children in suicide attacks by armed groups as
person-borne explosive devices (PBIED) significantly
increased from 2014 to 2017. In 2018, a total of 48 children
were used in suicide attacks whilst 146 (45 boys, 101 girls)
children were used in the same way in 2017. In the first
quarter 2019, two girls were reported as having been used as
PBIEDs.(source Statement by UNICEF Representative in

Nigeria, Peter Hawkins 17 Jun 2019) Us soldiers have been
killed trying to get bomb vests off of children that The cultists
put on them.
ACCORDING to THE CLASSIC MANUAL of Islmc
LAW: “Honor Killing” (o1.2) The following are not subject
to retaliation: “a father or mother for killing their offspring
or offspring's offspring “ In other words if your daughter is
too Westernized there is no punishment for killing her.
Verifiable, look it up. It is their law.
Md also ordered murder of women IbIs819, 995
“HONOR KILLINGS” ARE REALLY MURDERS OF
INNOCENT usually FEMALES. Around the world and
even in the US women have been killed for speaking to a boy
or man, dressing in Western clothes, being raped, being gang
raped, being too Western, not giving sex on demand, speaking
words in disagreement with Md ( called blasphemy
punishable by death in Afghanistan, Iran, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Somalia TODAY or with
severe punishments in many other M countries) source
Wikipedia Honor Killing. Most of the reported cases in
Europe have been among Isl communities (Wikipedia)
But The cultic blasphemy stems from Mds ordering of the
killing of anyone who doubts or spoke out against him.
So researchers like me have received death threats. (Yes I
have already been told I will die from an accident because of
my writings.) But I believe in standing up for what is right
and I am one of the brave.
To see wrong and do nothing about it is cowardly so I

will publish this book all over the world and thousands of
people will learn the truth that The cult is a dangerous cult
and a threat to freedom for all especially women.
So if they manage to kill me I feel I did my duty to my
fellow humans of getting the truth out there. My occupation is
Educator, specialty is truth.
Just as I wrote this (Aug 2022) I see news that the The
cultists got Salman Rushdie who suffered massive wounds
from an The cultist knife attack. Salman wrote about
problems with The cult.
The UN estimates that 5,000 women and girls are
murdered each year in honor killings. (Wikipedia)
According to rights for women. Springer. pp. 93–105. ISBN
9780312293062, How outrage over killing of Iranian girl is
helping women's rights". June 23, 2020 – via Christian
Science Monitor.
Fassihi, Farnaz (June 7, 2020). "A Daughter Is Beheaded, and
Iran Asks if Women Have a Right to Safety" – via
In Pakistan, 1,000 women die in ‘honor killings’ annually.
By Terrence McCoy Washington Post. May 28, 2014
NYTimes.com. hundreds of Iranian women are killed
each year in honor killings in Iran. A 2019 report
concluded that "nearly 30 percent of all murder cases
in Iran were honor killings of women and girls."[118]
The Horror of ‘Honor Killings’, Even in US April 10,
2012 Noor Almaleki honor killing of Noor by her father.
Noor Almaleki was 20 years old and living in Pheonix

Arizona.
A Texas father Yaser Abdel Said was arrested for slayings of
his two teen daughters Sarah Yaser Said,
17, and Amina Yaser Said, 18, which have
been described as “honor killings.” One for
going on a date with a non-M. New York
Post Filed under (honor killings murders Texas 8/27/20)
Prosecutors said that Said killed his daughters because he did
not like that they were dating American boys. Despite being
shot 9 times, Sarah Said managed to call 911 for help. "Help,
my dad shot me!," she said to the 911 dispatcher. "I'Isldying,
I'm dying!"
Sterling Heights Michigan “22-year-old Mohammed
Chowdhury” Husband Stabs His Wife Seria Mia a U of M
Dearborn student to Death in Sterling Heights, Michigan
because she was too Western. (source Oct 1 2009 YouTube)
Brother acquitted for ‘honor killing’ of sister Qandeel
Baloch By Yaron Steinbuch February 15, 2022 New Your
Post.
Some Isls think a disobedient girl is a very dangerous thing.
A young girl in a forced marriage was in her lawyers office
trying to divorce her cousin, who was abusive, when she
was shot. 1999: Samia Sarwar, Pakistan Sept 9 2013 (source
https://www.bustle.com/ articles/173199-9-high-profilehonor-killings-we-should-all-remember)

WARREN Michigan Authorities say a man killed his
daughter in Michigan because she left home and
wasn't following The cult. (Fox 2 Detroit may 3 2011
Honor Killing In Michigan: Iranian Sanaz Nezami
Savagely Beaten By The cultic Husband, Family Watches
Death Online. By Freedom Outpost -June 10, 2014 She died
at the hands of her The cultic husband,
Devout Isl stalks his step-daughter over four states 'before
killing her for being too Western'
Rahim Alfetlawi, 45, followed 20-year-old Jessica Mokdad to
her grandmother’s home in Warren, Michigan, and shot his
step-daughter in the head. (May 2011 Digital corvettes)
Romina Ashrafi 14 years old was murdered and brutally
dismembered with a sickle by her own father, Reza
Ashrafi, while she was asleep, as an “honor killing.”
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HONOR KILLINGS IN DEARBORN, MI. BEING
HIDDEN BY POLICE!!! “Isl girls have been killed and
the police department keeps it quiet.” (source
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7Nwka0-pps )

Between 2010 and 2014, over 11,000 incidences of honor
based violence, which includes cases of female genital
mutilation and forced marriage, were committed in the UK;
instances of honor violence are also rising in the US. (source
global Citizen

https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/honor-basedviolence-killings-women-girls-pakistan/ )
Honor killing in America: Department of Justice report
says growing problem is hidden in stats By Hollie McKay ,
Fox News May 3 2016
The estimated 27 victims of so-called "honor killings"
each year in the U.S. Most of the figures on “honor”
based violence and killings are gross underestimations.
honor-based violence and killings have loopholes that
allow these crimes to often go unreported and
unpunished.
French court convicts of The cultic jihadis who
beheaded Catholic priest during mass. (source Mar 12,
2022 By Christine Douglass-Williams and Associated
Press)
Daniel Pearl an American journalist who worked for The Wall
Street Journal was kidnapped and beheaded by The Isls for
just wanting to interview them.
Many innocent people have been hurt or
killed by The cultists. One example is
Malmo a big city in Sweden which had very
low crime until they took in The cultic
refugees. They took them in, gave them
food, shelter and set them up for a better life. But did these
folks assimilate and become good Swedes, no. Instead they
formed little Irans and no-go zones. Then they started pushing
their anti female ways on to the Malmo population. After a

few years if a Swedish girl walked in a Malmo street without
an The cultic head covering she became rape bait. Malmo
became the rape capital. You see there is no punishment for
raping a non-M female in Islc law. Even worse in many
areas that had many migrants, they even threatened the
police and soon the police just left them alone. Judges
couldn’t get anyone to testify and the victims and families
feared for their lives if they spoke up or even reported it.
England also reported that heavy The cultic settlement
areas often form no-go zones where even armed police are
afraid to go. So The cultic law prevails and women become
almost slaves in these areas.
Slavery
there is more slavery now than ever before
In 2022 “there were an estimated 40 million people
worldwide subject to some form of slavery, 25% of them
children. Sixty-one percent are used for forced labor, mostly
in the private sector. Thirty-eight percent live in forced
marriages. Other types of modern slavery are child soldiers,
sex trafficking, and sexual slavery.” (Source see the 443
references in Wikipedia) See other articles on Internet.
Note that there is a big group in the USA who supports
slavery. Look at Africa now this group is enslaving people
now and has for 1400 years. When they get the power that is
their plan. Of course, they will deny it but look at history.
Actions speak louder than words.
Chances are if you live in a larger city there is a task force
on slavery but it uses the modern term Human trafficking. It
is all over the world and USA. Trafficked persons are also

used to grow marijuana.
Children are often victims most often girls as young as 8
are forced to be a child bride and slave. Many get pregnant
and their young bodies cannot handle child-birth and burst
(fistulas) then they are discarded like trash. Young boys are
forced to become child soldiers, trained and sent to the front
lines.
Possible attacks on Your family
See the daily report at thereligionofpeace.com Which is
a fact-based website.
This is needed because the Saudis own parts of our news
media who insist that there be no negative news about The
cult (which because it teaches that suicide bombers instantly
go to paradise verse 9-111 so 99% of terrorist attacks are by
them and so very few reports about these attacks make it to
news that you see.
Of course, on 9-11 2,977 died (but many more have died
from this M attack because of cancer etc. Since 9-11 there
have been an additional 174 Americans murdered by
separate The cultic attacks in the USA. Such as the 3 little
children purposely killed and 200 wounded by the The
cultist bomb attack at our Boston Marathon.
As the M population in the USA increases so will the attacks
because many of the younger ones support violence. M
women must be obedient to their husband-masters and are
not free to dress as they please. If you doubt this note the M
women with full head to toe coverage on 100 degree days.
Wife beating is condoned in The cult and they can be
“honor” killed if they fail to dress as told or dress in a

Western manner.
These are verifiable facts ask any woman from Iran,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia or from M African
countries. (Ask them when their husband is not present or
ask social workers.)
Comparison of Jesus to Cult leader Md
Jesus killed no one Commanded “Love One Another John
15:17. Jesus taught the Golden Rule.
Md taught the opposite murdered many others and had
non-believers killed and those who disagreed with him
killed sources biographies and Bukhari 56:369
Jesus beheaded no one.
Md had his men behead at least 700 men and boys. Ishaq
464
Jesus Did not have sex with children.
Md married a 6-year-old girl child and
had Repeated Vaginal Sex with a 9- year-old child.
What Md did is their law now.
verified SM 3309, Bukhari 58:236 Q65-4 4-28.
Jesus Neither owned nor traded slaves.
Md captured people sold them as slaves forced
thousands into slavery Source Sahih M 3901

Jesus: taught kindness and charity to all.
Md commanded others to kill nonMs
Jesus stopped a stoning and freed a woman.
Md ordered women Killed by stoning
Jesus was celibate.
Md had 13 wives and kept HARAM of sex slaves.
Verified by Bukhari 5:268, Quran 33:50
Jesus taught "Thou shalt not steal." Mat 19:18.
Md ordered stealing from non-believers.
Jesus taught Thou shalt not bear false witness Mat19:18
Md ordered deception Bukhari 49:857
Jesus Never took captives. Never killed anyone.
Md killed prisoners Ishaq 451
Jesus kept no slaves or took no loot.
Md Demanded slaves & fifth of loot taken from
pillaging, practiced home invasion Q 8:41
Jesus Never harmed a woman.
Md ordered the murder of women. Ishaq 819, 995
Jesus never tortured anyone.
Md tortured others. Ishaq 436, 595, 734, 764)

Jesus asked nothing for himself. Died without possessions.
Md Died fat, wealthy from stealing from others as booty
in plundering
In Jesus Countries women are free.
In Md Countries women are second class and abused
Jesus Legacy is charities and supply of aid workers.
Mds legacy Murder of aid workers
Kidnapped tortured, raped and killed
by the modern day Pope of The cult.
Humanitarian aid worker American
Kayla Jean Mueller Doctors Without
Borders hospital. Look this hero up on Wikipedia.
Jesus taught non-violence, love and kindness.
Md Ordered 65 military raids, plundered villages, killing
hundreds of people
Jesus taught Love thy Neighbor as thyself Mat22:34-40
Md commanded "Jihad and killing
SM 1:149
No suicide bombings for Jesus.
Md followers killed thousands in many Suicide
Bombings in public places.
You could be next.

You can’t trust cult members because lying is part of their
deception. Many are ignorant of or disagree with the
ideology. But their religion forbids them to make friends
with non Ms instead they are to lie. Us vets have
experience with their back stabbings. Don’t trust any of
them ever. Some of us did and died. Their bombs have
killed thousands including children which they put bombs
on and sent them to us for chocolate. My brothers died
trying to get bombs off of children. But they keep on
today abusing and killing many are women and children
Truth sounds like hate to those who hate the truth.
I bravely speak out even though I have received death
threats. To not speak about this serious threat would be
cowardly. America is free because of the brave. I just
say stop killing, abuse of women, and child brides
around the world.

Below innocent children killed by The Islc attack at
Boston Marathon

If a mob can take over a police precinct ,
what stops them from taking over our home?

Save your life piece of plastic solar water still.

